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The history of the negotiations leading to the cessation of
air attacks against North Vietnam may be divided into three phases.
The first phase, beginning in May 1968 and continuing through mid
June, involved the development and elaboration in the plenary ses sions
of the opening positions of both sides.

The second phase, from mid

June through early October, was m a rked by the beginning of private
talks, the exploration of each side I s position in greater detail and
the sta rt of subst nti

mo

ment toward agreement.

involved an intensified pace o f priv a te
Vj etnames

me.eting~

The final phase

with both the North

and the S o . e ts during \ hich m o st of the r a l bargaining

occurred which ultimately led to the bom':>ing halt.

1.

The First Phas e:

1.

May Through Mid-June

The early discussions constituted little more than a

preliminary round.

They were m,'lrked by no discernable change in the

previous hardline Comm ;lnist position, but toward the end there were
signs that the positions of both sides were beginning to shift.

The Opening Positions

2.

The opening A merican position in Paris on a termination

of the bombing was set forth in the form of a general proposition.
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We were, we said, looking for a "sign" that US restraint in stopping
the attacks against the northern DRV "has been matched" by Hanoi.
If US restraint were matched, bombing of the southern DR V couLd be

ended.

The bOlnbing could not be terminated, however, so long as such

an action "would immediately and directly endanger!1 the lives of our
men and allies.
3.

The openi.ng North Vietnamese position was to reject the

US call for DR V restraint. demand ing inst e ad that the US put an
"ilTIlTIediate and final end to bOlTIbi n g and all ot h er acts of war l ' against
the DRV ['unconditionally. !' Only after this had taken place could there
be discussion of other " item.s of interest" to both parties.

Hanoi

explicitL)T included aerial reconnaissance among the acts of war.
Conunent:

The issue of aeriaL reconnaissance
was to becolTIe ilTIportant later when
th e U. S. de legation fat led to lTIake it
explicitly clear that reconnaissance
overflights were excluded from our
definition of "aLL other acts involving the
use of force. "

4.

From the first session on May 13, the talks settled rapidly

into a sterile exchange along the above lines.

After each plenary

session, the North Vietnamese would stage elaborate press conferences
and i.t was cLear that they were making a maximum pUblic reLations
SBCRB1!'/NODIS/HAR VAN/DOUBLE PLUS
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effort for their position.

They rebuffed all US attempts to move the

talks off dead center, but made it evident that they were not going
to break off the talks if the US did not promptly declare an unconditional
bom~ing

halt.

First US "Clarification"

5.

On May 25, the US team undertook to make it clear to

Soviet representatives in Paris that we were not insisting on a formal
llagreem'~nt"

on restraint, but would accept tacit "signs" instead.

The

Soviets expressed interest in this position and urged the US to make
this point to the North Vietnam0se.

Our position was subsequently

underscored at the M3.Y 27th plenary session.

We said we were ready

to discuss "in detai l" with North Vietnam certain actions "related
to the bombing 11 of the DRV such as: " firing of artillery from and
across the DMZ," ground attacks "launched from the DMZ area,"
and the "mrt.ssive increase in infiltration" to South Vietnam.
Indications of restraint in these areas, we stated, would constitute
the "kinds" of action which could be considered in ending the bombing.

6.

The North Vietnamese did not respond directly to the US

request for discussion of specific acts of restraint.

They did, however,

take verbal note of the US statement on the DMZ, claiming that the
allies had been the first to violate the Zone and implying that if the
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allies ceased ITl:litary action there, the status of the DMZ would return
to norITlal.

The North VietnaITlese also hinted at the possibility that

the discussion of other issues in the war could take place after the
US set a firITl date for ending the bOITlbing, but before an actua l
ces s ation took place.
an end to the bOITlbing.

_According to Hanoi, the US should "determine"
In

response to US probing on this point,

however, the DRV in a subsequent ITleeting seemingly hardened its
position by stating that the US could not simply "inform"Hanoi
of the 'date and tiITle" of a cessation, but must "fully implement" this
action in order for it to qu lify as "unconditionaL"

The North

Vietnamese apparently sought to leave some rOOITl for maneuver on this
score, however, b y a g a i n c a lling at another point in the ITle ting
for the US to "determine" the cessation of the bOITlbing.
7.

In Hanoi, the regime 's propagand a apparatus went all

out to back up the infl e x ible approach taken in Paris.

Significantly,

however, the North VietnaITlese softened their denials of the presence of NVA
forces in South Vietnam -- a charge repeatedly made by the US in its
pres entations in Pari s .

PreITlier PhaITl Van Dong told the DR V

National Assembly in late May that all Vietnamese have a right to
fight anywhere in Vietnam.

Xuan Thuy and other North VietnaITlese

spokesmen subsequently adopted this line.

However, the Hanoi

representatives in Paris consistently refused to concede formally on
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the public record the presence of North Vietnamese troops in the
South, although they forthrightly admitted and discussed their presence
in the secret sessions which commenced in June.
Comment:

It is pos sible the North Vietnames e
felt in a defensive position on the issue
of NVA units in the South and may have

been trying to show by their softened
denials a long range flexibility on the
issue for use in discussions after a
bombing halt.

Certainly in the course

of the subsequent private sessions their
willingness to discuss the issue reflected
their intense interest in probing US
policy on withdrawal -- in fact, they
called it a "crucial" issue.
8.

On the 30th of M a y, North Vietnamese Politburo member

Le Duc Tho arrived in Paris as senior counsellor to the DRV delegation.
Although he did not immediately introduce anything new in the talks,
his arrival definitely signaled the beginning of DRV interest in moving
toward more serious discussions.

Tho stopped in Moscow enroute

to Paris for consultations with the Soviet leaders.

It is likely that his
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discussions there led directly to the Soviet initiative which was
embodied in a June 5 letter from Premier Kosygin to President Johnson.

The Kosygin Letter

9.

The Soviet letter (attached at Tab A) represented the

first form a l Soviet intervention in the situation since the Soviets had

made a bid for a bombing halt in the talks with the British in London
in February 1967.

The Kosygin letter asserted that the Soviet

leaders h a d "grounds" to believe that a c e ssation of the bombing
"could" contribute to a breakthrough in the situation and produce
"pro spects" for a politic a l settlement.

The letter indicated that the

Soviets would as sist in getting private talks started in Paris.
10.

President Johnson repli e d on June 11 and indicated

that th e US w ould be willing to end the bombing if the Soviet Union
were prepared to tell Washington with "precision" that there would
be "no adverse military consequences to our own and the allied
forces" as a result of a cessation. (Tab B).

The President reaffirm e d

the n e ed for a decision by Hanoi not to "take advantage" of a total
. cessation of bombing and stressed that we "needed to know the steps
the DRV would take towards further de-escalation of the violence.

II
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Signs of Movement in Hanoi's Position

11.

Based in part on the stimulus provided in the Kosygin

letter, the US suggested at the tea break during the plenary session of
June 12 that private, secret discussions were necessary.

Xuan Thuy

responded that it was customary to have both public and private talks
(a point made in the Kosygin letter) and said the North Vietnamese would
consider the suggestion.

More tangible progress was apparent in the

North Vietnamese a c ceptan c e of US press representative William
Jorden's dinner invitation to Nguyen Than Le, his counterpart on the
DRV delegation. (see paragraph 15)
12.

Signs of Soviet inter e st and commitment to the talks began

to multiply.

indicated that Kosygin sent a letter

to Hanoi on or shortly after June 13.

There is good reason to believe

it involved the negotiations and increasing Soviet involvement in them.
13.
chest.

However, the Soviets were playing their cards very close to the

On June 14 Secretary Rusk and Ambassador Goldberg met with

Kuznetsov, the Soviet First Deputy Foreign Minister, and Ambassador
Dobrynin.

Goldberg attempted to obtain clarification of the Kosygin

letter but was told it spoke for itself.
14.

In Paris the same day, Soviet Ambassador Zorin told

Harriman and Vance flatly that private US-DRV talks were out until

BEaRE':!? /NODIS/HARVAN /DOUBLE PLUS
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after a total cessation of the bOlTIbing.

Another Soviet official told

Vance that he could not say if Hanoi would show lTI;litary restraint
following a bOlTIbing halt.

At this point the USSR and Hanoi were still

pressing for a unilateral US concession on the basis of the assurances
in the Kosygin letter .

.Tordan-Le Dinner

15.

The Jordan dinner with Nguyen Thanh Le on June 18

lTIarked the first real step into private diplolTIacy in the talks.

The

North VietnalTIcse showed a surprising readiness to discuss a whole
range of issues.

They lTIade no effort to deny the presence of North

VietnalTIese troops in the South, and they showed little reluctance to
discus s problelTIs involving South VietnalTI' s political future.

They

probed for what HarrilTIan lTIeant by ending the bOlTIbing at the
"appropriate tilTIe and under the appropriate cirCUlTIstances.

II

They

listened intently to Jordan l s explanation of lTIutual restraint and his
suggestions of steps by Hanoi which lTIight produce an end to the bOlTIbing.
This was the first hint of a DRV desire to at least probe the US
conditions for a cessation and constituted a real attelTIpt to learn
lTIore about US positions.

16.

During the tea break at the plenary session on June 19,

Thuy and Le Duc Tho said that they were still considering the US
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proposal of private talks.

Harriman and Vance hamlTIered hard on

the need for evidenc e of Hanoi's good faith in the form of de- escalation.
Tho said this was reciprocity and argued that the US instead of showing
restraint had intensified the bombing.

He also said that what happened

in South Vietnam was beyond their control in Paris.

The only agreement

was to meet regularly for formal sessions each Wednesday.

A New Soviet Initiative
17.

On June 22, the Soviets again stepped into the picture.

Dobrynin told Ambassador Harriman in Wa shington that the
North Vietnamese were now ready to talk privately.

The Soviets

responded affirmatively to Harriman's suggestion that the focus of
private talks be on a two-phased approach.
spelled out, it involved hinging the

bom~ing

Although this was not
cessation to agreements

on the DMZ and other issu e s which would be implemented after the
air attacks were actually stopped.

The two phase approach was an

old American sugg estion previously conveyed to the Soviets by
Prime Minister Wilson in February 1967 and by the Poles to the
North Vietname se in 1966.

The first phase would consist of a

ces sation of the bombing of North Vietnam.

The second phase,

which would take place after a time interval, would consist of de-esc a latory
actions taken by each side appa rently in exchange for each other.

SgCRg'Y /NODIS/HARVAN /DOUBLE PLUS
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first phase would not be instituted - - the bombing would not be
stopped -- until agreement had been reached on the second phase.
The two phase approach was a method of masking the fact that the
North Vietnamese would be making military concessions in exchange
for a cessati on :)f the bomhing.
18.

Dobrynin accepted Harriman's suggestion that the Soviets

urge the North Vietnamese to explore the two phase proposal in private
talks.

However, he expressed regret at the US failure to respond to

Kosygin's letter, saying that the US should have accepted Soviet
as suranc es, acted upon them a nd insisted that the Soviet Government
produce.

He said he thought we had missed an opportunity.

Harriman

made clear, however, that unilateral moves w ere out; the US was not
prepared to stop the bombing without a prior understanding on measures
of restraint to be taken by Hanoi.

He said that this would have to be

negotiated directly with the North Vietnamese.

Dobrynin reluctantly

agreed to convey this to his government.
19.

The Soviets apparently moved almost immediately to check

out the proposed American approach with the North Vietnamese.

On

June 24 Zorin sought out A mbas sador Shriver to recommend that the
US delegation use the next tea break to propose the two phase concept.
He said that after agreement was reached in principle to stop the bombing
on a certain date, the North

Vietna~

se would discuss the "circumstances"
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to follow in the next phase.

He said he could not guarantee the

re suIts, but three times he stated that he believed the North
Vietnamese would respond to this approach.

He said it should be

pursued even if the first response was negative.

Only ten days

earlier, Zorin had been adamant that nothing les s than a full bombing
halt would move the North Vietnamese.
Comment:

Washington as sumed that Zorin I s approach
was the Soviet response to Johnson f s reply
to Kosygin.

It is possible that the Soviets

led the North Vietname se to believe the
approach represented an American policy
conc es sion, thus encouraging the receptivity
of the DRV representatives.

Almost certainly,

Zorin was acting on instructions the Soviets
had worked out with the North Vietnamese.

II.

The Second Phase:

20.

June through September

At the tenth session tea break on June 26, Vance presented

the two phase proposal by asking if the North Vietnamese would be
interested in private discussions in which the US would agree to cease
all bombing of the DRV on a day certain to be communicated to them.
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Before that day, an understanding would be rea.ched on the "circumstances, "
i. e., actions on Hanoi's part tow a rd de- escalation, which would be
carried out "by both sides" following the cessation.

The North

Vietnam e se asked for a description of the "circumstances" the US
had in mind.

We stated that they involved such things as the demili

tarization of the DMZ, the reduction of infiltration, and the c es sation of

attacks on population c enters in South Vietnam.
Comm8nt:

Our later form"cllations of the two phase
formula considerably scaled down the
stiffness of the "circumstances. "

21. Although the North Vietnam8se did not flatly reject the
proposal, their comm.?nts strongly implied a rejection, at least in its
existing form ,

While they admitted that it differed in "sequence" from

earlier US positions, they claimed to see no differences in "substance. "
The new formu.la, they said, still amounted to a demand for
"reciprocity," a position the DRV could not accept.

However, they

agreed to "study" the proposal.
22.

Underscoring their interest in serious talks

in spite

of their lukewarm reaction to the initial US presentation of the two phase
formula - - was Xuan Thuy's suggestion that he and Harriman conduct the
next forma.! meeting and that Lau and Vance go to another room to
discuss the two phase idea.

He said this would keep up appearances
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 13 of 166
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with the pres s and avoid publicity about private meeting s.
23.

On North Vietnamese initiative, a private meeting between

Vance and Lau was set up for the night of June 27.
over two hours.

The meeting lasted

Lau asked for and Vance delivered an elaboration

of the two phase proposal.

Lau argued that the US was still asking

for reciprocity, but Vance said the US required an understanding on measures
to be taken by Hanoi in the second phase before the bombing could be
stopped.

Lau said this was unacceptable and would violate the DR V

position.

Lau finally said he would think over the proposal and he hoped

Vanc e would reflect on his rema rks.

The following day, Le Duc Tho

left Paris for Hanoi, presumably to convey the impres sions he had
picked up in Paris on the US position in the talks.

Alterations in the Two Phase Propo s a l
24.

The same day aune 28), the Soviets attempted to breathe

some new life into the sagging US proposal.

Zorin met with Vance and

told him that the US had not correctly presented the two phas e plan.
He finally drew a chart showing what he meant by an acceptable approach.
This showed the bombing halt as phase one with a heavy horizontal line
separating it from phase two.

The latter was divided into two columns in

which m:J.tual steps of de-escalation were to be spelled out.

In essence,

Zorin was saying that we should agree on a bombing halt and then agree
on mutual steps in phase two, thus avoiding the appearance of DRV

NLN 10-96/9652; p.14of166
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reciprocity for the bombing halt.

Vanc e reported that he could not

get a clear statement from Zorin on whether his proposed reciprocal
actions in the second phase were to be agreed to by the US and DRV
before the bombing stopped in the first phase.
25.

On July 2 Harriman and Vance saw Zorin.

The Soviet

Ambassador, who maintained the pretense that he had not consulted
with the North Vietnamese, said that if the US proposed the proper
de- escalatory actions in the second phas e, he did not think the other
side would reject the plan.

Referring to the chart he had previously

drawn for Vance, Zorin maintained that if the two columns in phase
two were filled out in detail, he thought an agreement with the North
Vietnamese was possible.

A s alleged

vidence of the North Vietnamese

desire for progress, Zorin asserted that Hanoi planned to release three
captive US pilots in response to an entreaty from Ambassador Harriman.
The next day Hanoi announced that the pilots were being freed.
Comment:

It is obvious that Zorin had consulted

with the North Vietname se following the
initial presentation of the two phase
formula by Vance.

The importance he

attempted to attach to the planned release
of the US pilots sugge sts that he was hopeful

a~eftE'!' /NODIS/HARVAN /D8UBLE PLUS
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we would accept this gesture as an
indication of DRV flexibility and good
faith sufficient to justify our rephrasing
the proposal in a fashion more acceptable
to the North VietnaITIese.

26.

At the tea break during the July 3 plenary session,

Harriman told Xuan Thuy that the US had certain new ideas to
discuss and proposed that Vance and Lau meet again soon.

Thuy

indicated that a m e eting should take place and that both sides should
think over carefully what they were going to say.

He observed

that each side knew the other's position well and that ways to settle
the bombing is sue should now be discus sed.

He clearly implied that

this involved the proces s of bargaining.

The Shelling of Saigon
27.

During the same tea break, Thuy came close to suggesting

that the Communists were tailoring their military actions to facilitate
the talks.

Harriman asked if there was any significanc e to the fact

that Saigon had not been shelled for two weeks.
have and now we have released prisoners.

Thuy replied, "It must

I think this is understandable

to you." Harriman then asked if the two actions had the same signifi
cance and whether the shellings would remain stopped.
"The rockets have stopped.

Thuy replied,

What is your attitude?" He went on to
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 16 of 166
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say that it was hard to answer if this was for political or military
reasons.

Then he pointed to intensified B- 52 raids around Saigon

and near the DMZ.

Harriman probed further by asking Thuy to state

clearly if North Vietnam intended to reduce its military action around
Saigon and in the DMZ.

Thuy declined to answer directly, but indicated

that Harriman's quest ion implied the nee essity for reciprocity on
Hanoi's part in order for the US to halt the bom"Sing, and this clearly
was unacceptable.
Comment:

The rocketings had, of course, produced an
adverse psychological reaction among the
Saigon populace toward the Viet Cong.
Turning the attacks on and off, however,
had important political advantages for the
North Vietna mese in attempting to leverage
the US position.

More Soviet Prodding
28.

Evidence of Moscow's continuing interest in getting the

talks moving was conveyed by Soviet officials in Washington.

On

July 5 Soviet DCM Tcherr:iakov told Natha.niel Davis of the NSC Staff
that the Soviets had found r eal North Vietnamese interest in the United
States two phase idea.

Tcherniakov said that there was some ambiguity

aBOREIf' :!NODIS/HARVAN /DOUBLE PLUS
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in the Soviet understanding of the US position.

They did not understand

whether the US was insisting on reciprocity in connection with the
phase one bombing ces sation or whether, with an interval of a couple
of weeks between phase one and phase two, the US would cease bombing
in phase one and a g ree to de- escalatory steps on both sides in phase
two.

Tchern:~ akov

said that if the US could take a position closer to

the second alternative. he knew there was real interest on the other
side.
29.

On July 8 Dobrynin returned to the question of the Kosygin

letter in a conversation with Secretary Rusk.

He told the Secretary

that he thought Kosygin's June letter had been extremely important
and that he knew from h" s own e xp erience that the Politburo did not
use such terms as " hav e grounds to believe" without serious reason.
Dobrynin also s a id that he thought that it would hav e been worthwhile
for the United St ates to have placed som e f a i th in the w ord of the
Soviet Union.

Rusk replied that it was not a question of faith but a

question of clarity, that the US would be quite prepared to give
credence to the Soviet position when w e understood what it was.

30.

At the tea break during the plenary session of July 10,

the North Vietnamese again attempted to use the cessation of the
rocketing as an indication of their "good will." Thuy complained
that, although the rocketing had ended, the US was continuing its

SECRE'f' {NODIS/HARVAN /DOUBLE PLUS
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actions to intensify the war, including B-52 raids.

Thuy refused to

respond to Harriman's quiries on whether the rocket lull would continue
if the US took some mutual de- escalatory action.

However, he did

ask for another private meeting on the US two- phased idea.

A

meeting between Vance and Lau was set for the night of July 15,
and Harriman suggested discussing the question of cessation of rocket
attacks at that meeting.

Thuy and Lau nodded agreement and

suggested discussing the B-52 attacks at the same time.

Elaboration of the Two Phases
31.

At the private m.eeting on July 15th, the US filled out

with additional detail the second phase actions on which an "understanding"
was required prior to the bom'Jing halt.

The understanding in phase

two, we said, should involve the following "topics":

(a) restore the

DMZ; (b) no increase in US or DRV force levels following cessation;
(c) substantive discussions to begin after the bombing stops; (d)
substantive discussions to include GVN representatives and whoever the
DRV wanted; (e) no indiscriminate attacks on population centers in South
Vietnam; (f) the US would be willing to consider other actions of
a "smiliar nature" which the DRV might wish to raise.
32.

This was the first instance in which the US formally

raised the issue of GVN participation in substantive discussi ons
following a bombing halt.

In res ponse to a DRV question, the US
NLI\l10-96/9652; p. 19 of 166
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side also spelled out the specific acts required to restore the DMZ.
These involved cessation of shelling across and movement through
the DMZ along with restoration of the ICC presence in the Zone.
33.

The overall North Vietnamese reaction was again not

entirely negative, although the DRV representatives did characterize
the proposal as presenting "nothing new" in comparison with the
previous US formulation.

Lau probed for additional details and

pressed hard for a unilateral US move to halt the bombing.

He said

the subjects the US raised for phase two concerned South Vietnam and
should be taken up with the National Liberation Front.
34.

In discussing restoration of t1:e status of the DMZ, Lau

once again blamed the m:litary situation there on the US, but implied
that, if the US took unilateral action to stop m i litary action in the DMZ,
Hanoi might take matching steps of restraint.

He noted, for example,

that if the US stopped firing artillery across the DMZ, No rth Vietnam
"will know what to do.

11

He also implied very obliquely that Hanoi might

consider the restoration of the ICC in the DMZ and emphasized that
we could be certain that the cessation of the bombing would lead to the
settlem,~nt

of other important, but unspecified, matter s.

Lau argued that the

two phase approach still amounted to an unacceptable demand for reciprocity,
but he did not reject any of Vance's suggestions for phase two and he

~~eKl!:T /NODIS/HARVAN/DOUBLE PLUS
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closed by assuring Vance that he would carefully consider the "concrete
proposals" made by the US. He left a strong impression he would like
more details of the package.
Comment:

In a subsequent foreign Ministry ITleITloranduITl
on July 17 and in the following public sessions

at Paris, the DRV singled out the DMZ for special
discus sian.

It noted the US effort in connection

with a bOITlbing cessation to deITlilitarize the
Zone and charged repeatedly that the US purpose
was to make the "provisional" dividing line
between the North and South a "permanent"
political barrier.

The DRV charges probably

revealed one of its fundaITlental conc erns with
regard to any early agreement in connection
with the DMZ, i. e., that the US would use it as
a precedent with which to press for a continued,
wholly separate political future for South VietnaITl.
However, Washington continued to view the
" positive" stateITlents of the DRV representatives
on the DMZ proposal at the July 15 meeting as
aITlong the ITlost explicit indications prior to the
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bom.bing halt that the DRV would com.ply with
the US "understanding" of the co nditions
which were to prevail in the DMZ after the
cessation of bom.bing.
35.

Moves by the North Vietnarre se in the next few days m.ade it

clear that they viewed the US proposal as offering at least the beginning
basis for som.e bargaining on the bom.bing issue.

On July 15, for

exa:mple, when asked whether Hanoi couldn't give so:me sign of
reciprocity to the US, Ha Van Lau pointed out to a Canadian diplom.at
that the rocket attacks on Saigon had stopped and that, allegedly, there
had been no recent attacks on US troops im.m.ediatel y south of the DMZ.
Lau asked if this was not the kind of signa l for which the US was looking.
Xuan Thuy :made :much of the sam.e type of argum.ent to journalist David
Schoenbrun in an interview on July 16.

Issue of GVN Participation
36.

In the foreign

m.~.nistry

m.em.orandum. of July 17, the DRV

appeared to be addressing the US requirem.ent that an understanding
on the participation of GVN representatives in substantive discussions
had to be reached before a bombing halt took plac e.

The memo randum

hinted at eventual agreem.ent on this issue, since it om.itted the
requirem.ent that a settlem.ent in South Vietnam. m.ust be "in accordance with"

NLN 10-96/9652; p. 22 of 166
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the program of the National Liberation Front - - an element long standard in
Hanoi's lexicon.

The memorandum asserted instead that a settlement

must be based on the South Vietnamese peoples' rrright to self-determination. "
In subsequent public sessions, however, in response to specific US probing
on this question, the DRV representatives returned to the old hardline
position cone erning the absolute role of the Front in a political settlement.
Comment:

This retreat mClY have been forced on the
DR V by the US effort to probe their position
in the public s e s s ions.

37.

When the US asked on July 24 if the North Vietnamese

would like another private

me~ting,

US proposal was still under study.

Ha Van Lau claimed that the
The North Vietnamese gave the same

answer on July 31, but indicated that they felt US policy had changed in
the meantime as a result of the stiff stand taken in President Johnson's
Honolulu Conference statement and in Secretary Rusk's July 30 press
conferenc e rem<l.rks.

The DRV rep res entatives charged that these state

ments by the highest A merican authorities rna de clear that the US was still
seeking reciprocity.

It may have been that the North Vietnamese once again

felt that they had been put on the spot in public by US statements and must
respond with a tough line.
Comnlent:

It is clear that the North Vietnamese were

attempting to get the US to respond politically
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 23 of 166
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to the fighting lull in South Vietnam and
thus would seem to have had little reason to
take a tough public stand on any issue, by their
own design, at this point.

On August 1, for

example, Colonel Lau had given an interview

to Murrey Marder of the Washington Post.

During that interview, Lau commented
rrrecently the situation has shown that
military activity in South Vietnam has decreased
since May.

I wonder if Mr. Johnson is aware

of this situation? ... If Mr. Johnson really
wanted to reach a solution, why should he
not a vail himself of such a situation? rr
However, Rusk advised Harrim;:m on August 3
that Dobrynin had told him that he had reported
to his government without consultation with
US officials that recent press conferences in
Washington reflected no change in the position
of the United States.

Moreover, a CIA report

of recent discussions with Colonel Lau
indicated that he personally did not attach
significanc e to the Honolulu Conferenc e state
ment or the recent pres s conferenc es.
~~C:R$T /NODIS/HARVAN /D8UBLE PLUS
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it is not possibLe to conclude with certainty
that the DR V response was ITlOtivated by
Legitimate concern about a stiffening of the

us
38.

pos ition.

A reLative LuLL in the fighting had, in fact, occurred since

about mid-June.

US combat deaths, for exampLe, feLL to around 175

per week from an average during previous months of around 300.

This

LuLL, however, couLd be read from a miLitary standpoint as a period of
rest and regroupment forced on the Com.m.unists

b~r

the heavy Losses

they had suffered in fLerce fighting during previous months.

MACV

inteLLigence, for exampLe, advised that the rate of infiLtration during
JuLy was at an aLL-time high and the indicators suggested that August
infiltration wouLd be e v en higher.

ALso, more NVA units were in the

Saigon area than ever before and the proportion of NVA soLdiers in
Vi.et Cong units had increased from 25 to 70 per cent.
38(a).

On JLlly 31, Secretary Rusk cabLed Bunker requesting that

the Ambassador obtain the separate Vlews of GeneraL Abrams and
President Thieu "on the advantages and disadvantages for US and GVN
interests of a compLete haLt in the bombing of the North at this time. "
The proposal for such a halt originated with Harriman and Vance in
Paris and was detailed in thei.r cable to Rusk of JuLy 29.

The President

gECRET /NODIS/HAR VAN /DOUB LE PL US
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and the Secretary wanted Bunker IS views on the proposal as well
as those of AbraITls and Thieu , but the AITlbassador was cautioned
that II[a]t l e ast in the case of President Thien" the source of the
proposal should not be identified.
38(b) . The HarriITlan-Vance proposal envisioned a unilateral
cessation of the bOITlbing publicly justified on the basis of the
milltary restralnt demonstrated by Hanoi dUrlng the previous 6O-day
period.

The US would , after c onsultation with its atLies, tell Hanoi

privately that it was prepared "to stop the bombing and all other
activities involving the use of force on or within the territory of the
DR V" and that President Johnson would announce this shortly
(Harriman and Vance suggested that this be done no more than two
days before the President's announcement, "so that Hanoi would have
inStlfficient tiITle to react. ")

'''!hen so inforITling Hanoi, the US team

in Paris would state the assumptions on which the US was proceeding,
which assumptions, as stat e d by Harriman and Vance, were:
"A.

Within a v er y few days following the cessation of

bombing, we expect to begin serious, substantLve talks
(on an our side-your side basis) in which the GVN would
participate and in which the DR V would be free to bring
to the table any South Vietnamese elements they see fit.

SE GREy ;'NODIS /HAR VAN /DOUB LE PLUS
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liB.

The de-militarized status of the DMZ would be

restored.

No military personnel or equipment of any

sort should be located in, Or moved through the DMZ.
There wi II be no artillery or other fire acros s the DMZ
and massing of forces in the area of the DMZ in such a
way as to constitute a direct military threat.

"c.

There wilL be no indiscriminate attacks against

major centers such as Saigon, Hue and Danang.
I'D.

There will be no increase of North Vietnam.es e force

le v els in South Viet-0Jarn.
38(c) .

1\

In presenting this proposal to the GVN and ICC, Harriman

and Vance believed that thr ee points should be me.de:
tions are invalidated, we will resum e

bomb~ng;

(1)

" If assump

(2) We wi.Ll not engage in

any follow-on substantive talks without GVN presence on an our side-your
s ide bas is; and (3) Thi s action may deter -:--JVA IvC from mounting the
major attacks that are expected.

II

They also sllggested that concurrent

with the actual presentation to the North Vi e tnamese, a letter be sent to
Kosygin recalling his assurances in the earlier exchange, and informing
him of precisely what we were telling Hanoi.

The letter should not require

a Soviet answer, but should leave it open to the Soviets whether they wished
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to r e ply.

The US shouLd also inform the So v i.et Ambassadors in

Washington and Paris, si.nce the Soviet Ambassadors in these capitaLs
"will undoubtedLy be informed of the letter by their Government, as
the y have been in the past.
38(d).

II

Harriman and Vance assured the Secretary that "We

and our Allies must be prepared to resume the bombing if Hanoi
invalidates our assumptions.

II

However,

II[

oJbviously no threat

wouLd be made to Hanoi in this r e gard. 11 The Paris team recommended
that their plan be put into e ff e c t at the end of the we e k (i. e., JuLy 2 6 -27)
if they were unsLl c cessfL1L in obtaining answers from Hanoi by that time
to the " phase one/phase two~1 proposals put to them on June 2 6 and in
more detail on July 15.

To j ustify moving in this direction Harriman

and Vanc e proposed that Washington point to the present lull in Communist
mititary activity in the Saigon area and elsewhere in Vietnam which had
" continued long enough to ser v e as a probable rationaLe for implementa
tion of the San Antonio formLlla. "
38(e).

Rusk advised Bunker that Washington had told the Paris

deLegation that it wished lito continue on our present line and to try to
extract from Hanoi an answer to the proposals we ha v e aLready put
forward in private meetings.

II

Nevertheless, he and the President wanted

Bunker's "candid and pri v ate reactions " to the Paris proposal.
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38(£).

Bunker's reaction was prompt and vigorous.

He was

opposed to the Harriman-Vance suggestion, regarding it as ill-conceived
and untime ly.

A lthough he could apprec iate that there might be a need

at some point for a further move to break the deadlock in Paris, he
felt strongly that this was not the time.

In the Ambassador's opinion,

i t came too soon after the HonoLuLu meeting, at which time reports
emanating from Saigon that agreement would be reached by the two
Pres idents on a total bombing cessation were flatly denied.

To under

take an early move in the direction suggested by the Paris deLegation
!'would create slispici.on that the HonoLuLu communique didn't mean what
it said and detract from the very helpful and essential reassurance that
meeting afforded the Vietnamese people.

I'

It wouLd tend to stimulate

suspicions, which were still circuLating in Saigon to some degree, that
secret understandings were reached between Thieu and President Johnson
which had not been disclosed.

Such a mo v e as that proposed by Harriman

and Vance could seriollsly undermine Thieu's position, which had been
"substantially strengthened both by HonoLulu and by his increasingly
more vigorous leadership. "
38(g).

From a negotiating viewpoint, Bunker thought that slich

an initiative at this time "wouLd be interpreted by Hanoi as an indication
of weakness on our si.de related to our own domestic poLitical situation.
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It was his personal belief that the two phase formula was a solid and

reasonable basis for meaningful private talks with the DR V delegation.
We should give this proposal, which also accorded with Soviet
suggestions, time to be explored more thoroughly before jumping into
a new initiative which might only create misunderstanding by the other
side as to the strength of our position and the firmness of our intentions.
1'1 consider,

II

he said, "that our position is strong and becoming stronger

by the day. "
38(h).

The Ambassador agreed with Rusk that "we should not

under any circumstances attempt a move of this sort in the immediate
future."

Bunker did not belie v e that the Paris proposal would give us

time for ad e quate consultation with Thieu:

"I cannot o v er-emphasize

the importance of pr e s e nting any n e w n g otiating ideas or proposals to
the G VN in a way which will not only not undermine Thieu's position
but will in fact elicit his support." Although Thieu had been told in
general terms about the US/DR V private talks, Bunker was confident
that he would agree that the current two phase formula should be given
a solid try before moving in a more radical direction.
38(i).

Bunker admitted that the Paris proposal would offer a

means for arriving at a firm understanding to move promptly to
substanti.ve talks with fuLL GVN participati.on, which wouLd have some
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attraction in Saigon, but he assumed that this wouLd aLso be the resuLt
of the two phase formuLa and under much more advantageous circum
stances.

He was, moreover, concerned at the idea of merely stating

privately a series of assumptions based on the expectation that bombing
would be resumed if they were not met.

"I find it hard to envisage

circumstances, II he warned, "in which we couLd reaListicaLly expect to
resume bombing in the foreseeabLe future short of a major enemy
provocation.
38(j).

II

From the viewpoint of our re Lations with the Soviets as

intermediaries in Paris, Bunker was of the opinion that the Russians
IlwouLd also interpret an earLy move such as thi.s as a si.gn of weakness
and eagerness on our part, timed in reLation to the American politicaL
conventions." They were presumably aware that we had made the
two phase proposaL and had not yet received a reaL answer from the
DR V.

Moreover, as he understood it, there had been no reply to the

President's last letter to Kosygin on the subject.
38(k).

Bunker reported that Abrams was of the opinion that the

present Lull in the fighting was "primarily moti.vated by the enemy's
genuine need to replenish and reorganize his main force units after the
tremendous losses of the past months, and represents a concentrated
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effort by the enemy to prepare his forces for another round of
attacks . . . We know of no evidence to suggest that we should regard
the lull as a sign of deliberate de-escalation on his part."

To the

contrary, all indicators suggested that the enemy intended to launch
new attacks, possibly country-wide, around the second week of August,
and although General Abrams was satisfied with the efforts of his
troops to keep the enemy off balance and to delay his preparations for
an offensive, to stop the bombi,ng now would have adverse military
consequences.

Moreover, the bombing, once stopped, would be extrem,ely

difficult to start up again despite violation of one or more of the !Iassump
tions,

II

th u s further increasing t h
Comment:

adverse effects,

According to the New York Times
(March 7, 19 6 9)

>

Secretary of Defense

Clifford and Vice Pres ident Humphrey
promoted the Harriman- Vance proposal.
Under Secretary of State Katzenbach and
Assistant Secretary of State William Bundy
were in Paris at this time and the New York
Ti.mes in a July 29 editorial advocated a
tactic similar to that suggested by the Pari.s
de legahon.
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account, the appearance of collusion among
the advocates of the proposal caused the
Pres ident to regard i.t as "a cons piracy, "
and he thus rejected the plan out of hand.
A more 1ike ly explanation is that he
accepted Bunker and Abrams' analysis
(which was, no doubt, supported by
Secretary Rusk) and concluded that i.t was
premature to abandon hope that the DR V
would ultimately accept the two phase
formula.

It is interesting to note that

General Abrams' prediction of a new
Communist offensive lithe second week of
August" was off the mark by only a few
days -- a new round of enemy attacks was
launched on August 19.
StiLL Looking for a "Sign"
39.

On August 2, Ambassadors Harriman and Vance met with

Zorin to discuss the situation.

Hardman told the Soviet Ambassador that

the Honolulu Conference did not signal a change in US policy.

We were

stLll only looking for a clear sign from Hanoi as to the kind of military
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restraint we couLd expect from their side after a bombing haLt.

Zorin

argued that the sign had been signaLed by the recent LulL in the fighting
in South Vietnam, but that we had faiLed to seize the opportunity.
Harriman and Vance toLd Zorin that the US needed "some indication
directly or by third parties that Hanoi wouLd show restraint if we stopped
the bombing.

II

Zorin said he recalled Secretary Ruskls saying that the

ending of shelling in Saigon and the lessening of military activities
wouLd be a sufficient sign for the US to stop the bombing.

Harriman and

Vance answered that this was a newspaper interpretation and not what
Rusk had said.

Zorin replied that everyone interpreted the statement
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the way he had and the shelling had been stopped for about six weeks and
other military activity had been reduced.

He concluded that after

Honolulu the US was demanding new assurances at a tirr e when NortL
Vietnamese military activity had lessened and US activity had increased.
40.

The North VietnaITlese were full of questions on the ITleaning

of the Honolulu Conference statement at the next private session which
occurred on August 4.
forITlula?

Had it altered the US stand on the two phase

Even if it had not, the North VietnaITlese as serted, the forITlula

amounted to a demand for reciprocity.

They were ready, nevertheles s,

to discuss the iITlplications of the US proposal.
41.

For the first time, the DRV representatives discussed the

question of GVN participation in substantive discussions at some length.
They argued that the US approach on this issue was not "correct." The
NLF could not, as the US asked, "sit with the DRV." The NLF must have
the "determining" voice in a settlement.

Moreover, the settlement must

be "in accordance" with the NLF program.
Comment:

Apparently, the DRV spokesmen had
in mind their consistend demand that
the US "recognize" the NLF and deal
with it directly and exclusively on
questions relating to South Vietnam.
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However, it appeared from the position
taken by North Vietnam that they would be
willing at some point to agree to GVN
participation in some form in the substantive
talks.

They apparently believed, nonetheless,

that the whole package mllst b e brought along
simllltaneously and that they ultimately could
secure a better position for the NLF as against
the GVN than the US was now offering.

Surfacing the "Our Side /Your Side II Formula

42.

Following the August 4 session, Ambassador Vance returned

to Washington for consultations.

A s a result of his discussions with

Vance, Secretary Rusk a dvised Harriman on August 8 that consideration
was being given to using the next plenary se s sion as an oppo rtunity to
join the issue -- on the record -- of the " your side/our side" formula.
The day before, Nguyen Thanh Le la d taken the position at a press
conference that, while the US could deal with the DRV on broad matters, it
must deal solely with the NLF on internal South Vietnamese issues.

Rusk

broached the possibility of publicly telling Hanoi that, quite apart from
our concern over the military circumstances in which we could stop
the bombing, our principal obj ective was to get on to serious and
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responsible talks of substanc e.

Hanoi's po sition was not in accord

with this basic objective and thus it was necessary for us to make
perfectly clear our position -- that when substantive talks began, the
GVN should be a full participant and we would accept on Hanoi's side
of the table whomever they wanted.
43.

Rusk saw two major advantages to this approach.

First,

it would "sm::>ke" Hanoi out and "put them on the spot" on what was,
in fact, a key issue.

Second, it would surface an element in our

position that would be regarded widely as reasonable and constructive
and would minimjze any pressures that rn.ight develop at horne that the
US had not made "serious effort to resolve this question. "
44.

On the negative side, Rusk recognized that there rn.ight be a

significant disadvantage of publicly airing an issue that we had taken up in
the private talks.

A second concern was the reaction of the GVN.

Although top GVN leaders had accepted the formula, it had never been
made public, and they might not have prepared their colleagues for its
surfacing at this stage.
45.

Harriman replied to Rusk's suggestion on August 9 and

advised that the delegation unanimously believed that it would be unwise
to surface the "our side/your side" formula.

If the US did so, Harriman

said, it would "surely lead" the DRV to reject publicly and flatly the
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idea in a way which would make it more difficult for them to accept
GVN participation later on.

Harrimiln believed that the DRV team

understood our position on GVN participation and had not taken a final
position on it.

He noted that Colonel Lau had labelled his criticial commp.nts

at the August 4 session as "preliminary," and with information available
that Le Duc Tho was returning soon from Hanoi, it seemed wise to limit
discussion of the matter to the private t a lks.

With regard to GVN

reaction, Harrimiln thought there was too great a risk of public disagreement
between Saigon and Washington on the exact meaning of the formula if
the issue were discussed pUblicly.

Harriman's views prevailed and

the US continued to limit its discus sion of the is sue to the private
meetings.

Saigon in Search of a Contact with Hanoi

46. At the Honolulu Conference, Thieu told President Johnson
that he was interested in developing private contacts between Saigon and
Hanoi and also between himself and individual leaders of the NLF.

On

August 6, Secretary Rusk cabled Bunker that the President was anxious
for Thieu to make the move to establish contact with Hanoi.

Bunker

replied that Thieu had instructed Bui Diem to start acting in Paris
to establish,,;uch contact, but Rusk felt that Thieu did not have the
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necessary sense of urgency.

Accordingly, he advised Bunker and

Harrima n on August 7 that Paris should talk to Bui Diem to see whether
he intended to go ahead and attempt to establish contact and Bunker should
urge Thieu to send addtional personnel to Paris to assist Bui Diem
in his efforts.
Comment:

Rusk was anxious for Saigon to make the
effort to establish contact in order to nail
down Hanoi's attitude on the "ourside /your
side " formula.

He thought Hanoi I s reaction

to such an overture from Saigon m.ight give
us some indication of their ultimate position
on the question of GVN representation
at post-bombing talks.

On August 24, Thieu

dispatched Ambassador Pham Dang Lam
to Paris to m a ke contact with the DRV and
NLF, but nothing significant came of these
efforts.

Holbrooke-Hien Dinner

47.

A s the result of a general invitation Holbrooke had extended

at Harriman's instruction during a tea break several weeks previously,
Phan Hien, North American desk officer at the DRV Foreign Ministry and
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member of the DRV delegation, dined on August 11 with Holbrooke,
Davidson and Negroponte.

There was no significant substantive

exchange, except perhaps a clarification by Holbrooke of what appeared
to have been a misunderstanding by the DRV of the Manila formula for
m '.ltual troop withdra wal.

Hien acted in a relaxed, informal, and surprisingly

unpolemical way which Harriman thought significant and which he felt m.ight
suggest that a new method of communication and behavior had been
established.

He had previously suggested lower-level contacts between

the two delegations, but the DRV had not shown any interest in them..

Hien

listened carefully as the necessity for GVN representation was made
repeatedl y and unequivocably, and despite numerous opportunities, he
did not reject (or accept) the US position that the GVN had to participate
in substantive talks.

Rather, he confined himself to relatively mild

attacks.
4E.

Hien's relaxed and unpo1emj.cal m a nner, however, did not

presage any immediate change in attitude on the part of the DRV delegation.
When the US attempted to push the DRV representatives on the GVN and
other two phase issues during the tea break on August 14, the
North Vietnamese were unreceptive and o.sserted that there was no
us e meeting again until the US had something new to offer.
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49.

The North Vietnamese may have concluded by this point

that, if the US position had not stiffened, Washington had at least
moved about as far as it was likely to go for the time being given
the military balance of forces in South Vietnam.

On August 14,

Le Duc Tho returned to Paris from Hanoi and fiv e days later a
new Communist offensive opened in South Vietnam.

Although its

intensity fell far short of the earlier rounds at Tet and in May, it
was clear that the North Vietname se hoped to m a ke another strong
demonstration of their continuing military strength which would
convince Washington that it was necessary to soften the US
negotiating stand.

AnAlternative to the "Our Side/Your Side" Formula

50.

On August 17, in an a pparent effort to find a way to

break the deadlock, Secretary Rusk advised Paris and Saigon that
consideration was being given in W a Shington to an alternative to the
"our side/your side" formula.

Under the new Rusk formulation,

the US side would be instructed to inform the DRV that there were
ways other than the "our side/your side " proposal which could satisfy
the fundamental US objective on self-determination for South VietnaITl.
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The US would have no problems with direct discussions in Paris
or elsewhere between the GVN and DRV on matters of mutual
concern, nor would the US be concerned should representatives of the
GNV and NLF desire to meet in Paris or in some other location
to conduct direct and secret talks at which the US was not present.
Independently of such discussions, US/DRV talks could move on to
substantive discussions of those topics properly th e concern of
the two governments, e. g. , mutua l withdra w a l of externa l forces
from South Vietnam, r e spect for the principles of the 1954 and

1962 Genev a Accords, norm a lization

0 :(

relations between the US

and DRV, etc., but excluding the question of the political future of
South Vietnam.

51.

Under the new Rusk formulation, the US would be

providing the DRV with a choice between two forums ("our side!
your side" talks or two different negotiations), but in either forum
the same principle would apply:

the GVN would control any

discussions of the political future of South Vietnam.

While the

U. S. would not permit, or be a party t o , an imposed political solution,
it would nevertheless reserve the right to proceed at the appropriate
time and circumstanc es to bilateral talks with the DRV on mutual
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withdrawal of foreign forces.

President Thieu would be expected

to understand that our position in the new proposal was based firmly
on the two principles of mutual withdrawal of foreign forces (which
we were prepared to discuss bilaterally with the DRV) and self
determination (which we would never discuss with Hanoi, since it
was a matter strictly for the GVN to discuss with its enemies.)
While recognizing that GVN had an interest in even those issues
which the US and the DRV might discuss bilaterally, Rusk took the
position that flat and public assurances, coupled with close
consultation on all matters, would satisfy the GVN that its interests
were being protected by the US.
52.

Harriman and Vance advised Rusk that they had reviewed

his proposal carefully and considered it "constructive." They would
be prepared to proceed along the suggested lines at the next private
m-eeting with Colonel Lau.
53.

Ambassador Bunker, however, was more skeptical.

He

saw major problems involved in putting the new proposal forward.
First, the new suggestion would put the DRV in the position that it
would be able to choose the subjects it would be willing to discuss
with the GVN, enabling it to ignore the GVN entirely or to force
Saigon to talk exclusively with the NLF about a political solution
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in the South, while all othe r questions were discussed, at least
initially, by the US and DR V .

Bunker noted that the GVN considered

issues such as the supervision of a mutual withdrawal of forces
and control of a peace settlement to be of c a rdinal importance to
it, and its failure to participate from the beginning in such
discussions would undermine Thieu's position at home.

To exclude

the GVN from discussions on these major aspects of a settlement
on th e grounds that as areas of prime inter e s t to th e US and DRV
they should be primarily discussed by th e US and DRV in a separate
forum would be viewed in Sa igon with lithe most profound suspicion
a nd even disillusionme nt.

It would be interpreted as an abandonment

of the GVN and utilized by Thieu's and Huong's domestic enemies
to destroy th e m. "
54.

Bunker was convinced that offering an alternative to the

"our side/your side" formula so e arly in the game would be immediately
interpreted by Hanoi as confirming the weakness of our negotiating
position and as a willingness to shunt the GVN aside to talks with the
NLF.

Bunker noted that the negotiations had been underway for four

months without any movement whatsoever in Hanoi's position, whereas
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we had only recently proposed a participation formula.

Under the

new proposal, we would almost immediately be offering Hanoi an
alternative which would permit them to ignore the "our side/your
side" formula which the GVN had clearly but reluctantly accepted.
He thought our position on the ground in Vietnam and in the talks
in Paris was sufficiently strong that the US need not put forward
any new proposals at this timB, and he recommended against
doing so.

55.

At the fourth Vance-Lau meeting on August 19, the

US attempted to clarify its position on the participation of the
GVN by emphasizing that it w a s not demanding that the DRV recognize
the GVN before serious talks were held, but only that it agree to
GVN participation in discussions dealing with the future of South
Vietnam.

Vance did not put forth any alternative to the "our side/

your side" formula; rather he merely re-emphasized the importance
the US attached to the presence of GVN at post-bombing talks and
clarified the circumstances under which the US expected Saigon to
participate.

The DR V representatives refus ed to discus s in detail

this or any other element of the two phase formula, asserting that
they had said "all" they had to say about it in prior sessions.
1£ the US wanted to talk about "cone rete details" it must "talk to the NLF. "
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Comment:

In assessing this meeting, Harriman

advised Washington that he thought it
could best be characterized "as a
holding operation " on Hanoi's part.

While

the DRV showed no give on the basic question
of what they would do if the bombing were
stopped, Harriman thought there may have
been some progress in the fact that they
did not give a flat refu3al to GVN partici
pation.

He also noted till t the "general

tone" was not strident a s had been the case
in previous meetings.

56.

Moscow apparently sensed that an impasse was developing

on both sides.

On August 19, Vance met with Oberemko for lunch.

The Soviet Minister said that both the North Vietnamese and the
Soviet Embassy in Paris were somewhat confused by "conflicting
statements II corning out of the United States, and sinc e Vance had
recently been horne, he v:.ould like to have his thoughts on the situation.
Vane e replied that the President I s position was very clear.

He was

prepared to stop the bombing if he could obtain, directly or indirectly,
a satisfactory reply on what would happen if the bombing were stopped.
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Oberemko said that as he read the newspapers, Vice President
Humphrey was taking a different position and was saying that the
bombing should be stopped so as to advance the peace talks.

Vance

replied that in his judgement Humphrey's statements were not
inconsistent with what the President had said.

Humphrey said he would

be in favor of stopping the bombing if the cessation would help the
cause of peace and the peace negotiations; that did not mean that the
bombing should be stopped without prior knowledge of what would
follow the cessation.
57.

Vance also stressed again the necessity for GVN

participation in the talks and emphasized once more the US desire
for a "clear" signal of what the DRV was prepared to do by way
of military restraint one e the bombing stopped.

Oberemko said that

he was 100 per cent sure the Paris talks would make no progress
unless the bombing were stopped; North Vietnam was a small country
and "it could not and would not" discuss substantive matters while the
bombing was going on.

The bombing put the North Vietnamese in the

position of being inferior or unequal, and this wa s unacceptable to
them.

The Soviet Minister told Vance that as Kosygin had told

President Johnson, the USSR took very seriously attacks on a
sister socialist state, but once the bombing was halted, the entire
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climate would change radically and the Soviets could then help achiev e
a settlement.
58.

The deadlock appeared to harden further as a result of

President Johnson's speech on August 19 in which he stated that he was
not going to stop the bombing until he had "good reason to believe" that
the other side would join us in "deescalating II the war.

Through

the remainder of August, with enemy military pressure on the upsurge
in South Vietnam, both sides remained largely at arms length in the
negotiations.

The tea break at the plenary session on August 28

produced nothing and the several contacts between lower level
members of the US and North Vietnamese delegations during this
period were also unproductive.
59.

The DRV r e presentativ e s refused to be drawn out on

specific is sues until t h e US agreed to a bombing halt.

The mo st they

would say is that such a cessation would lead "immediately" to
"serious" discussions between the two sides in which the US could
raise any subject it liked.

The North Vietnamese persisted, however,

in asserting their "goodwill" and in a private conversation on August 26
pointed to their decision to release several US pilots (announced July 18)
as indicative of their sincerity.

They m a intained, however, that as a

matter of "principle" no reciprocity was poss i b l e.
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Signs of Movement

60.

As the Communist offensive spent itself, there were signs

tha t some movement w a s upcoming in the North Vietna mese position.
This was signalled in part by Premier Pham Van Dong I s National
Day speech on Septemher 2nd which seemingly attempted to encourage
intensive substantive discussions in Paris.

rrD

Dong asserted at one point

that if the US would stop the bo·robing, it would have a "positive effect"
on seeking a step by step "political settlement. "
61.

On September 3, the US negotiators sought to "take stock

of the situation" in a djscussion with Zorin.

The Russian argued

that the North Vietname se had had a "change of heart" and no longer
considered they could achieve their objective by military means.
They were now prepared to move the "struggle" more a ctively into
the political arena.

Zorin implied that the Sov iets had influenced

Hanoi in this direction and s a id his impre ssion was that Hanoi was
re a dy to talk seriously about a political settlement. mrin also stated
that he did not believe the representation question "constituted
an insurmountable obstacle." The Soviet Ambassador also brought up
the Democratic convention and said he thought if the Democrats hoped
to win they would have to change their position on stopping the bombing.
Harrima n and Vance noted that they had seized on Zorin's two phase
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proposal hoping it would be a bridge and urged the USSR to promptly
use its influ e nce to find another bridge.
Comment:

From Zorin's comments, it appears that
Hanoi had decided prior to Tho I s return to
Paris the tactics to be adopted in the talks
following their m:litary offensive in South

Vietnam.

This strategem, a routine Hanoi

technique, was apparently designed to
avoid an impression tha t the DRV was
acting in any way from a position of weakness.
62.
the North

At the tea break during the plenary session on September 4,

Vietnam(~se

indicated th e y were again interested in a

series of private meeting s, this time to include Le Duc Tho -
his first participation in the talks since his return from Hanoi.

A

secret m e eting w a s set for Septemher 7.
63.

Pursuant to instructions from Rusk, the US team stated

at the beginning of the September 7 meeting that there were two
principal points they wished to make.

While both sid e s agreed on

the objective of stopping the bombing and proceeding to serious talks
about a peaceful settlement, they differed on the question of the
circumstances under which the bombing co uld be stopped and what
was meant by "serious" talks.

On the first point, the DRV representatives
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were familiar with the President's emphasis on what would happen
in the DMZ in the event of a bombing halt.

This matter had been

discussed in the Vance-Lau meetings and we thought the parties might
not be so far apart sinc e Lau had indicated that if we ended military
activity in the DMZ, they "would know what to do."

On the second

point, we had continually made it definite that we could not have
serious talks about the political future of South Vietnam without
the inclusion of representatives of the GVN.
Harriman, "is a m,-lst."

"This," said

The US team also called attention to

President Johnson's August 19 speech in which he spoke of the need
for a reason to believe that Hanoi was seriously interested in
deescalating the conflict and moving seriously towards peace.

Le Duc

Tho then began to read a lengthy statement (Har riman referred to it in
his report to W 'lshington as "an endless harangue") in which he
explained in great, if inaccurate detail, how the US had lost the war
and failed in the political field.

When it carne time for adjournment,

Tho had not yet finished his statement and indicated that he would
make the balance of it at the next meeting.
Comment:

Le Duc Tho at the close of the meeting
stated that he agreed in principle to meet
privately "ma ny hours a day and many days
a week." Harriman reported that it was
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his iInpression that Tho was under instruc
tions to Inake sure that the US under stood
Hanoi's contentions and to avoid giving
any iInpression that the DRV waS negotiating
froIn weaknes s.

The Governor thought

Tho's offer to hold frequent private Ineetings,
coupled with his

under.~coring

of the importance

of Inaintaining the secrecy of the Ineetings,
indicated Hanoi was preparing for Ineaningfu1
discus sions.

64.

At the private session on SepteInber 12, Tho concluded his

lengthy stateInent.

In retrospect, the Ineeting s on SepteInber 7 and

12 appear to have been sparring sessions in which the North VietnaInese
sought to ascertain what, if any, new Inovement had occurred in the
US position.

There was no softness

evident in the DRV presentation,

although Tho did go over all the North Vietnamese deInands carefully
and tried to give the iInpression that Hanoi was prepared to be very
forthcoIning if the US would only stop the bombing.
Comment:

A t the SepteInber 12 meeting, Tho flatly
ruled out the US two phas e forInula as
grounds for an agreement contending that
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it involved reciprocity.

The DRV

strategy was apparently to move the US
away from the formula, as such, and to
achieve a scaling down of specific elements
of the US position to a basis on which some
bargaining was possible.

65.

At the tea break during the September 12 meeting, Ha Van

Lau took Habib aside and asked him if he had seen an article in the
New York Times which m e ntioned the private sessions in Paris.
When asked which article, Lau produced a clipping of an article
by William Beecher which appeared in the September 6 edition.
Lau pointed out the paragraph referring to private sessions and
noted that the points mentioned as US conditions for a bombing halt had
all been raised in the Vance- Lau meetings.

Harriman advised

Washington that he would try to "waffle a bit" on the matter if Lau
raised it again since the three points raised by Beecher had all
been r e ferred to in plenary ses sions, while other points raised in
private ses sions were not listed.

However, Harriman thought it

would be difficult to get around the impres sion given, which Lau
seemed to ace ept, that someone had talked to the pres s aro ut the
private meetings.

Harriman noted that the North Vietnamese had

made a particular point at the private meeting on September 7 to
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stress the importance which they attached to secrecy in these meetings
and reminded Washington that it was absolute. y essential that no
information on private meeting s be given to the pres s.

The problem of

leaks, however, was just beginning.

Back to the DMZ

66.

The secret mtoeting on September 15 was one of the

rno st important sessions in the negotiations leading to the bombing halt.
The positions taken by both sides were set forth at this meeting in very
extensive detail.

The US side chose initially to concentrate mainly

on reciprocal military action in the DMZ as the major eleme nt
of r e straint need e d by the US.

We did not raise the issues of

infiltration, attacks on populat e d centers in the South, or a moratorium
on force lev els.

Thes e requir e ments, which had

form ,~d

a part of

the specific proposals under stag e two of the two- phas ed US approach,
had not elicited much in the w a y of positive response from the DRV
in previous sessions.

The infiltration and force level questions w ere,

to all intent, dead i s _ues at this pomt and were not seriously raised
again.
67.

In emphasiziP1g the DMZ, the US attempted to remove

some of the reciprocal elements of its earlier position to which the
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DRVobjected.

Where the US had earlier asked for prior DRV

agreeme nt on specific elemAnts of restraint in the DMZ, it now
only suggested what specific acts it had in mind and indic a ted that
m e a s ures to decide the "supervision" of restraint in this area could
be l e ft to the period aft e r a bombin g cessation, provided the DRV
agreed before hand to discuss supervisory measures following the
cessation.

Although not heavily emphasized at this point, the US

also indicated again that a prior a greement with the DRV on the
right of the GVN to participate in substantive discus sions would be
neces sary before the bombing halt.
68.

The US team made a key statement at this s ession on

the US position concerning the mutual withdrawal of external forces
from South Vietnam.

Terming th e statement "important and new, "

Harriman declared that the US and Free World forces would be
withdrawn "simultaneously" from Vietnam as the North Vietnamese
pulled back to North Vietnam " a ll personnel infiltrated" to the South.
Any US fore es remaining in South Vietnam after the "complete"
withdrawal of the DRV forces wo uld be pulled out "not later than"
six months afterwards.

When the DR V withdrawal was completed

there would be no more infiltration, and when all US forces had left,
"no furth e r troops" would be introduced.

The United States,

Harrima n said, viewed the phrasing of the Manila communique on the
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subsidence of the level of violence in South Vietnam as "descriptive"
of the condition which would ensue when the DRV forces were with
drawn.

It was not meant to refer to any violence that might occur

among the South Vietnamese after the withdrawal of external forces.
69.

The COD1.D1.unists quizzed the US extensively after this

stateD1.ent, showing particular interest in our definition of the level of
violence in the South.
interested in our

The North Vietnamese were also greatly

stateD1.~nt

on the six D1.onth tiIYling of the US

pullout and probed to see how iron clad we regarded this promise.
These eleIYlents of the US position on withdrawal were not vetted
through the GVN and we re not discussed ag a in in these terms In
the subs equent negotiations leading to the bombing halt.
70.
lU

Although the North Vietnamese displayed "great interest"

the details of the new US proposals, their reD1.arks left the impression

that considerable further US movement would be necessary before
any agreement

CD

uld be reached.

The DRV once again termed the

US proposals on the DMZ a demand for reciprocity and indicated
that they could not be tied down prior to a bombing halt to discussion
and resolution of any single is sue such as the supervision of
restraint in the DMZ immediately following a halt.

If the United States

would stop the bombing unconditionally, Hanoi would be willing to
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meet the Iinext day" with " serious intent and goodwill. II At that meeting,
an a genda would be formulated with each side able to propose such
issues as they desired.

An agreed agenda would then be adopted with

an order of priority for the discussion of each item.
Comm ent:

The DRY r e presentatives were probably
heartened by the tacit US abandonment of the
t w o phase formula itself and by our concen
tration in stead on a few specific elements in
this formula.

It appeared at this point that

North Vietnamese strategy involved the
development of a procedural limitation at the
outset of post-bombing talks which could be
used, if desired, to delay and to channel the
course of the discussions.

Although they

raised the point occasionally in subsequent
meeting s, the is sue of an agenda was quietly
shoved into the background by the North
Vietnamese as the bargaining on a bombing
halt intensified.

During the proc edural

sessions which followed the halt, Hanoi also
failed to insist on the adoption of a formal
agenda, apparently believing the tactic
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would prove counterproductiv e in terms of
lost time.
71.

As a re sult of the North Vietnamese presentation at the

Septemb r 15 s es sion, the US negotiating team reported to Washington
that "we have concluded that if the bOITlbing is stopped the DRV will
know wha t to do in and a round the DMZ." Subsequently, Ambassador
Harriman returned to Washington for consultations.
COITlITl e nt:

It is difficult to determine the basis for

the US te a m's conclusion that the DRV would
" know what to do in and around the DMZ"
following a bombing halt.

Each time the US

side raised the DMZ issue, Tho explicitly
rej ected as reciprocity any propo sal which
linked a bombing halt "to a discus s ion of
a particula r item" or to Hanoi taking any
"particular actions II following a halt.
Harrima n apparently attached great signifi
canc e to Tho I s failure at one point near the
conclusion of the meeting to take exception
to the US statement of its view s of what was
nec es sary for serious talks to continue and
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his expression of confidence tha t an under
standing could ultima t ely be reached through
public and private talks.

Standing alone,

this constituted rather shaky evidence, but
in context may h a ve be e n a reasonable
assumption .•. although Hanoi certainly

wa s free, with good evidentiary reason, to
d e ny that it had proff e red any reasona ble
basis for it.

Stress on GVN Participation

72.

While Harriman was in Washington, new instructions for

the US team w ere decided upon.

Under the previous instructions, the

two "critical points" upon which the US sought the "highest possible
degree of understanding" as a basis for a decision to stop the
bom':>ing were (1) the inclusion of GVN in subsequent substantive talks
under the "our side/your side" formula and (2) military activity in
and near the DMZ.

Apparently Harriman convinced Washington that the

DRV "understood" our position on the DMZ, for the new instructions
directed that the US team indicate at the next private m e eting that we
had "not e d Tho's apparent understanding of our view s on the subject
and the importance we attach to it." On this key point, the instructions
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read. "it is vital that there be no misapprehension. II

The US team

should, therefore, reiterate the understanding they had expressed at
the Septem'Jer 15 meeting, to which the DRV allegedly took no exception,
so that it was in effect repeated and made clear what we understood their
view to be.

The US side was also to inform the DRV that while the

DMZ was our IIforemost specific concern in the area of military
restraint, II we continued to have in mind the other items discussed in
the Vane e- L a u conversations, in which attacks on major cities were
included.
73.

The US team was also instructed to state that we were not

satisfied with the position the DRV had taken on GVN representation.
Harriman and Vance were to make clear that a further degree of
understanding on this s ubject was required and were authorized to
imply that such a further degree of understanding could be a major
factor in facilitating a decision to stop the bombing.

The GVN question

was to be the main topic on which the US focused at the next private meeting
so that the DRV would be "in no possible doubt as to its importanc e
and our view of it. "
74.

On the basis of the new instructions, the US team at the

sec ret meeting on September 20 sought to bring the is sue of an
agreement on GVN participation tothe foreground as an es sential part
of the US-proposed package.

Harriman explained the importance the
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US a ttached to GVN r e presentation and said that if the DRV accepted
the US position "it could be a major factor" in facilitating a decision
to stop the bombing.
75.

Xuan Thuy asked whether the US had withdrawn its earlier

proposal about "phase-two circumstances 1/ and replaced it w ith the
question of GVN representation, or had we added the question of GVN ?
The US replied that it had never considered the GVN question as a
condition but as part of our definition of serious talks.
he had two questions.

Tho said

He would like to know whether this was the only

c ondition on which the two parties would have to come to an understanding
before the cessation of bOrrlbing.

Secondly, he wanted to know if it

were only when an agreement were reached on this question that the
US would stop the bOrrlbin g .

The US replied to the sec ond question first,

saying that there w ould not be a c ssation of bombing unless an under
standing were reached on this point.

}\ s for his first question, the

US tearrl could not answer it as positively as Tho had put it forward.
They were instruct e d only to inform Tho that it could be a major
factor.

Harriman admitted that this was not a complete answer, but

insisted it went a long way toward answering Tho's question.
76.

Thuy once again pressed for an answer to his question of

whether the US were still insisting on agreement on the military
restraint aspects of the two-phase forrrlula.
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Had the US withdrawn its
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proposal regarding circumstances and substituted the issue of GVN
representation, or had it kept both?

The US answered that at the last

meeting it had raised two questions:

the issue of GVN representation

and the question of military activity in the DMZ.

The latter had

been discussed in detail and the US now chose to believe that the DRV
understood that once the boml:>ing stopped we would withdraw our forces
from the DMZ and that we clearly expected the DRV to do likewise.
Harriman admitted that the other side I!had not specifically agreed to
any action on their part, "but they certainly gave us the impression
they understood the US point of view.

Harriman said that the US

would be delighted if the DRV would give us a definite commitment
along these lines, but we understood that the DR V did not want to do so.
We said we were not raising this matter again, but wanted to make sure
the DRV understood how we understood it.
Comment:

Harriman treated the alleged "understanding"
gingerly as if he were afraid that if he
pressed the matter too forcefully, the DRV
would explicitly reject it.

As it were, Tho

told Harriman that at the September 15
meeting the US side "had emphasized the
DMZ and in this connection the US knows
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that the DR V is not willing to discus s this
before the cessation of bombing." At
another point, Xuan Thuy observed that the
US spoke of the status of the DMZ by
talking about the circumstances under which

it would stop the bombing.

"This,ll he said,

"the DRV has rejected because it considers
it tantamount to a dema nd for reciprocity.

II

In essence, th e DRV position was that the US
should take unilateral, une onditional action
and not tell Hanoi a bout any as sumption of
an understanding.
77.

The North Vietnamese continued to probe the significance

of our statement that agreement on the GVN question could le a d to a
bombing h a lt.

Both Tho and Thuy repeatedly remarked that our

unwillingness to state that the question of GVN representation was the
only condition on which an understanding was necessary -- plus our
use of th e word "could " -- implied that the US would have m a ny more
f a ctors to r a ise.

They viewed the latest US statement as an attempt

to l e ad them into endless discussions of other factors before the
cessation of bombing, which they had repeatedly made clear they had
no intention of doing.
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78.

On balance, the DRV response to the US presentation was

not flatly negative, although the implication of their remarks was that
they believed the US was still asking for reciprocity, if not on
m i litary issues, at least by substituting prior agreement on a political
issue.

On the GVN question, the North Vietnamese demurred,

insisting that the issue could only be taken up after the bombing stopped.
The US position, they insisted, was "tantamount" to a demand for
reciprocity.

Moreover, they chose to interpret the US proposal as

indicating that this might be only one such substantive requirement
which the US would ask of Hanoi prior to a cessation.

They emphasized

the inability of the US team to a ssure them that the US would not come
back with more such requirements if the DRV agreed to this one.
The North Vietnamese negotiators, however, agreed to seek instructions
from Hanoi on the US proposition, although they suggested that such
instructions m_ght be considerably delayed before receipt in Paris.
Comment:

In retrospect, it appears that this meeting

broke open the way to the bombing halt
agreement.

As the "understanding"

finally emerged, it involved only a more
exact specification of the central elements
of the US position as presented at the
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Septelnher 20 lneeting.

Froln the North

Vietnalnese point of view, there appear
to have been two new elelnents in the US
position as expressed at this lneeting:
(1) the abandonlnent of our insistence on
a verbal cOlnmitlnent of SOlne kind on
lnilitary restraint and (2) our narrowing
to an insistenc e on GVN participation as
the only absolute precondition to a bOlnbing
halt which Hanoi lnust explicitly accept.
79.

Following the September 20 meeting, the US again attelnpted

to enlist Soviet support for our position on a bOlnbing halt.

On

Septelnber 21, A lnbassador Vance saw Oberemko and briefed hiln on
the four private lneetings with the North Vietnalnese.

He noted that

at the third lneeting, we had told the DRV that there were two lnatters
of great ilnportance:

(1) the question of military activity in the DMZ

and (2) inclusion of the GVN in any discussion of the political future
of South Vietnaln. Vance said that at the end of the third lneeting,
we had come away with the impression that Tho and Thuy understood our
position on the DMZ but the question of representation had not been
satisfactorily resolved.

At the fourth lneeting, the US had concentrated

on GVN representation, but the DRV was totally unrealistic.

Vance

said that we believed we were at a critical juncture and the time had
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come for the Soviet Government to weigh in heavily to make the DRV
realize that it was taking a wholly unrealistic position that was
blocking the way to a peaceful settlement.

Oberemko said he would

comiTIunicate the US views to his government, but added that he
personally believed that the major obstacle was the continuation of
the bom~ing.

A stopping of the bombing, he indicated, could lead

che

way to an unconditional settlement.

The Oslo Contact

80.

A curious side element in the negotiations at Paris had

meanwhile emerged in the form of a channel of communication
between Hanoi and the Norwegian government in Oslo.

The Norwegian

ambas sador in Peking had long had a candid relationship with his
Hanoi colleague, and the exchanges through this channel had usually
produced the most forthcoming of all reported DRV positions on a
possible war settlement.
mid-Septem~er

The Oslo-Hanoi relationship culminated in

in the visit of a North Vietnamese delegation to Oslo.

There was some hope that the North Vietnamese might have something
to offer on the Paris talks in the course of this visit.

However, they

used it as a straight propaganda occasion to promote their cause.
A ccording to indirect accounts through Norwegian offic ials, the only
substantive statement m3.de by the DRV representatives was that an
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unconditional US end to bombing and other acts of war against the DRV
would involve a cessation of American artillery fire and air activity
into North Vietnamese territory, and if this action were taken, the
North Vietnamese would have no reason to violate the DMZ by
artillery fire of their own or by ground fire against allied planes.
It was not clear whether this DRV statement encompassed a commitment

not to initiate ground operations across the DMZ or to use the Zone
for the movement of men and material into South Vietnam.

Disquiet in Saigon
81 Ambassador Bunker w a s following the developments in
Paris with some concern.

On September 24 he cabled Rusk that

while he didn't know the latest high level thinking on a total cessation
of bombing in light of the recent Paris discussions, Iia variety of
factors " and his "instinct" sugge sted that Washington might
be reexamining its position and might possibly make a decision
on relatively short notice to suspend all bomhing in an effort to move
into substantive talks.

If that were the train of events, the Ambassador

wanted Washington to have his views as they reexamined the matter.
82.

A s a result of the discussions at the September 15 meeting

Bunker thought Washington might be considering a bombing halt on the
basis of "assumptions" about Hanoils understanding of the US position.
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He assumed that if this course were followed, Washington would make
it clear to Hanoi that the minimum assumptions upon which our
decision was based included restraint in the DMZ, the presence
of GVN at subsequent negotiations, and "presumabl y'l no increase In
infiltration or new attacks on the cities.

Of these assumptions,

Bunker was most troubled by the question of getting the GVN into
the talks.

If the DRY refused to accept in advance of a halt GYN

participation and the US agreed to make it an agenda item at
post- bombing bilateral talks, Bunker could "see us bogged down
in an interminable discussion about the GVN" at Paris and "in
trouble of the most serious kind" in Saigon.

GVN suspicion of

US intentions would be aroused and Thieu would be forced to differ
with the US publicly if the GVN were not in the talks at the
beginning.

Bunker feared that under such circumstances the

breach could widen rapidly, affecting unity and morale in South
Vietnam and endangering the trust and confidence which the US had
made such an effort to build.
Comment:

Bunker r S comments on a multiple
"as sumptions" approach to a bombing halt
agreement were written before he received
the report on the September 20 meeting at
which the US team emphasized the importance
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of GvN participation.

However, he

forwarded them to Rusk after studying the
report of that meeting believing they were
still relevant.

Apparently, he continued to

believe that Washington might decide it
could not get an explicit commitment on

GVN and must accept an "understanding" or
"ass uITlption" on the question as a basis for
a cessation.

83.

Bunker "most strongl y " urged that the US hold firmly to

the position that GVN participation was a must and General Abrams also
urged that priority be given to the GVN question.

The US military

commander considered that lias between restraints in the DMZ and
giving the GVN a place in the negotiations from the beginning, the latter
is more important." He felt there were definite military risks involved
In an "understanding" on the DMZ, but, if necessary, he could cope
with these risks even though the US must pay a price.

However,

"if the GVN did not have a role in the negotiat ions from the time they
start, this would strike at something that is basic to our whole mnitary
effort in South Vietnam, namely the cooperative relationship between
the US and South Vietnamese military leader s and forces." Abrams
felt that if this working relationship were shaken, "it could jeopardize
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the very basis of our military effort" in South Vietnam.
84.

Ambassador Bunker was pleased with the strong stand

we had taken at the September 20 meeting on the GVN question, but
said he would have preferred that we had used the word "would"
rather than "could" in stating our representation proposition.
However, he was not "carping." He believed that the GVN question
represented the "touchstone" of all our efforts and sacrifices in
Vietnam, and was convinced that if the US persisted in holding to this
position and did not appear too anxious, Hanoi would have no choice but
to accept it.
85.

Washington apparently reacted promptly and with concern

to Bunker's views.

In a cable to Rusk and Rostow on September 25,

the Ambassador expressed regret for any "misunderstanding" his
message had caused.

He said he had concluded from the direction

and purport of the Paris talks as well as an inquiry from General Wheeler
to General Abrams regarding the effect of a bombing cessation should a
decision be taken within ten days to two weeks that Wa shington might be
moving in the direction of a halt based on "assumptions." He merely
wanted Washington to know that if they were contemplating such a
course, he felt the I'most basic and essential" assumptions were
GVN participation and observance of the DMZ, and of these, he and
General Abrams considered GVN participation the most important.
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He also intended to make clear that we should ensure that Hanoi
understood that attacks on the cities and increased infiltration would
also endanger post-bombing discus sions.

What he intended to

emphasize, he explained, was the relative importance he placed on
the three points, all of which in his view were important.

He concluded

by pointing out that his message had been based on the hypothesis that
a decision mjght be taken in Washington to proceed on the basis of
"assumptions" and implied DRV agreement, and was "certainly not a
recommendation that we do so." He was happy to 1 earn from a
telephone conversation with Sec reta ry Rusk that all three points were
considered important in Washington.
Comment:

From the tone of Bunker I s cable and from the
fact it was addressed not merely to the
Secretary of State, but also to Walt Rostow,
it appears fair to conclude that the highe st
levels in Washington were conc erned by
the tough position that he and General
A brams had taken regarding the conditions
which would justify a bombing halt.

It may

be that Washington thought he was suggesting
a halt based on "assumptions," but it is
hard to understand how this could have been
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so, sinc e his cable clearly indicated that his
preference was for an explicit agreement,
particularly on the GVN question.

It is

true that he appeared to be minimizing the
questions of attacks on the cities and

reduced infiltration, but these topic shad

been virtually abandoned in Paris and he had
good reason to believe that they had been
relegated to the backburner.

Although the

US team's new instructions directed them
to inform Hanoi that we "continued to have
in mind" the other items of military restraint
discus sed in the Vance- Lau conversations,
they had not done so at the September 20
meeting.

It appears that Rusk initiated the

telephone call, which suggests that he (or
the President) felt it was important to
clarify the US negotiation position with the
Ambassador.
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Search for a Breakthrough on GVN Representation

86.

Meanwhile the Paris delegation had been pressing Washington

to give them a more flexible formula for us e on the GVN is sue, a
formula which would tend to meet the DRV objection that we were
adding yet another condition with no guarantee that other s would not
be added later.

As a result, the negotiators were authorized to tell

the North Vietnamese that an agreement on the GVN "would" rather than
"could" be a "major factor" leading to a bombing cessation.
87.

At the tea break on September 25, the US team informed

the North Vietnames e of the new formulation of the US proposal.

Tho

responded that the proposal still constituted an insistence on an
agreem ent on the inclusion of GVN representatives before th e cessation
of bombing and the DRV regarded this as a demand for reciprocity.

The

US replied that w e could not stop the bombing until we had an
assurance that serious talks would begin immediate! y after a cessation,
and "our definition of serious talks is the inclusion of representativ es
of the GVN in discussions regarding a political settlement."

Tho

replied that the DRV definition of seriousness was different.

He said

that "the DRV will consider talks to be serious once the US has ceased
bombing and other acts of war against the DRV.

That is seriousness
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and only after such unconditional cessation will the DRV consider the
US to be se rious.

88.

II

The discussion over the proper definition of "serious talks"

continued for some time, with each side adhering steadfastly to their
stated position.

Finally, Harriman suggested that the DRY representatives

consult again with Hanoi, making clear the United States position,
namely, that we would not accept talks regarding the political future
of South Vietnam 'Nithout the inclusion of GVN representatives.

Xuan

Thuy replied that they had reported the last meeting to their government
and they had been instructed to em?hasize that the DRV had consistently
refused to accept reciprocity a nd to r e iterate that there m"J.st be an
unconditional cessation, after which there could be a discussion of other
questions of interest.

The US team said that they were getting the firm

impression that the DRV was not willing to accept GVN representation.
Tho said that the DRV side had not yet discussed the matter of partici
pation in serious talks and he had not yet expressed himself on whether or
not the DRV agreed to the inclusion of GVN representatives.

The US

must stop the bombing and the two parties could then discuss the question.
Comment:

A s good negotiators, the North Vietname se
showed no imlTIediate interest in the shift in
the US position, but it is probable that it
was quickly reported to Hanoi as a further
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indication that the US was now centering
on this one element as the key to a
bombing halt.
89.

On September 25, Vance again saw Oberemko to seek

Soviet support for the US position on the question of GVN participation.
Vance explained the change which the US had made in an effort to
eliminate the unc ertainty about the US proposal and explained that
the DRV s till rem a ined totally intransigent.

The DRV had not

"budged one inch," Vance said, and vagueness of language
the problem in view of th e chang e that the US had m a de.

was not

Oberemko

stated that he had forwarded Vanc e I s requ e s t of September 21 to
Mo s cow, but had as yet no response. He would advise Moscow of the
latest change, but didn't know when he would get a response from his
government.

The Russian asserted that so far as he knew the Hanoi

position on the GVN remained the same.
90.

A few days later, Secretary Rusk discussed the situation

with Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko in New York.

He asked the

Soviets to concentrate on obtaining North Vietnamese agreement to
our position on G VN, while w e conc e ntrated on the military aspects of
the arrangements at the Paris meeting.

Alternative Approaches to the GVN Question

91 On September 27, the State Department advised Paris and
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Saigon that consideration was being given in Washington to ways in
which to break the logjam in Paris over the question of GVN represen
tation.

Out of discussions at the working level had emerged two

devices on which State would like comments from Paris and Saigon
before review by the President.
92. The first device was to inform the Hanoi delegation about
five days in advance that on the following Tuesday bombing would stop,
but there would be no public announcement.

On Wednesday serious

discussions would begin and we would bring representatives of GVN
with us to the meeting.

If serious talks were launched on this basis

at the Wednesday meeting, we would then announce that bombing had
stopped 24 hours earlier and serious talks were now underway.
However, if serious talks did not begin, the bombing would resume
and there would be no announcement.

If the fact that there had

been a 24-hour standdown over the North leaked, we would explain
that we had made a major effort to break through in Paris, even
taking the risks involved in a short standdown, but it had failed
because of DRV rigidity.
93.

In a slight variation of the above approach, the US

would offer the DRV a choice between agreeing in advance to GVN
representation at the Wednesday meeting following the Tuesday
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cessation or coming to the Wednesday meeting and agreeing at that
time to the inclusion of the GVN at the first serious talks which would
take place the following day.
Comment:

State thought this variation would offer
the DRV a possible way out of their
doctrinal pOint regarding reciprocity
since it would allow the DRV to make
no commitment until after the bombing
had stopped.

The DRV would know, however,

that if they stalled over GVN representation
on Wednesday, we would resume the bombing.
94.

The second principal device under consideration involved

proposing to Hanoi that immediately after a bombing cessation,
military representatives of both sides (DRV, NLF, US, GVN) would
meet at the DMZ to discuss "the total cessation of hostilities, that
is, a true cea s fire ." In fact, we would indicate that this would be a
good occasion for the southerners to begin to talk ab out a political
settlement.

Meanwhile, the Paris talks would continue on bilateral

matters between the US and DRV J but with the understanding that the
GVN and NLF would join the talks when the outlines of a political
settlement had become clear.
95.

Harriman and Vance thought the first device proposed

by Washington carried the ferious risk of a public spectacle if the US
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showed up at a Wednesday plenary session with the GVN representatives
without prior acceptance by the DRV •

The alternative variation

of this device partially took this into account, but required either that
the DRV agree in advance of actual cessation -- which it had already
refused to do -- or that the two parties attempt to work it out in a
public session -- which we should seek to avoid.

Harriman and Vance thought

the second devic e would be rejected by both Hanoi and Saigon.

It did not

satisfy the basic problem of GVN representation in serious talks which
Saigon demanded, and it required prior agreement by Hanoi about a
m~eting

in the DMZ, a condition which Hanoi would doubtless reject

as a demand for reciprocity.

96. Harriman and Vance offered two suggestions of their own.
The first was similar to Washington's "first device" except that it
avoided a public meeting, the GVN representatives initially joining the
U. S. team at a private session.

The second suggestion was that the US

inform the Soviets that we would stop the

bom~ing

if the DRV would

agree to the inclusion of the GVN in serious negotiations to take place
immediately following a cessation and that we would accept the word of
the Soviets that the DRV had agreed if the DRV did not wish to tell us
them .3 elves.
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97.

Ambas sador Bunke r was unimpres sed with the

devices proposed by Washington.
first one:

PLUS

II

ingenious II

He saw three difficulties with the

(1) when we showed up with the GVN delegation the day after

the bombing cessation, the DR V might refuse to talk or attend the meeting,
with the result that the GVN would suffer a humiliating rebuff before world
and Vietnamese opinion for which the US had nothing to show since even
our good wi lL in ceas ing the bombing would hardly be apparent as it would
ha v e been unannounced and have only lasted a day; (2) the DR V might ask
us publicly whether we had ceased the bombing and whether this was
definiti v e and unconditional, to which we could not give a clear answer,
thus pro v iding them with a plausible basis for refusing to talk to the GVN
consistent with their long-stated position regarding a conditional halt; and
(3) we would have to get GV N concurrence to the proposal and this would be
difficult to obtain .
98.

In Bunkerls view, the variation of the first device would be

somewhat less difficult to sell GVN since it would not involve a danger
of public humiliation, but he was doubtful that the problem would be
solved at the public session envisioned under this scheme, for it
would not really give the DR V a way out of their doctrinal point that the
bombi.ng cessation must precede arrangements permitting seri.ous
negotiations.

At the time of the meeting, it would not yet be public
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knowLedge that we had ceased the bombing, nor wouLd we be abLe to
satisfy the DR V that the cessation was unconditional.
99.

Bunker was opposed to the separate negotiations approach

suggested in the I'second device. II

He assumed that separate quadrupartite

discussions on a cease fire envisaged a cease fire that wouLd be part of
a finaL settLement.

The question of a cease fire was extraordinariLy

compLex and the US and GVN had not yet been abLe to work out in their
own minds what kind of cease fire they couLd Live with.

We were hardLy

prepared to move on this question at the present time.

AdditionaLLy,

there was the separate, but crucial, probLem that Harriman and Vance had
noted of hoLding separate negotiations, with the GVN excLuded from
those being conducted in Paris between the US and DR V.

100.

The Ambassador was not much more enthusiastic about

the suggeshons from Paris than about those from Washington.

The

first Harriman-Vance aLternative met the probLem of a public session.
The agreement wouLd be worked out in private, with a prompt announce
ment of the bombing cessation if the North Vietnamese accepted the
presence of the GVN representatives.

But the probLem with this

scheme, as weLL as that proposed by Washington, was that the time
when we couLd keep the world from knowing that we had stopped the
bombing of North Vietnam wouLd be severely limited.

Because

of the scheduLe of MACV briefings on aLLied military operations
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and the time difference between Saigon, Washington, and Paris, the
press would inevitably know that there had been a bombing cessation
under the time schedule envisaged in either plan.
101.

The Harriman- Vance suggestion of enlisting the

assistance of the Soviets as a conduit for DRV acceptance of our offer
was viewed by Bunker as "a refinement of the basic idea, rather
than another alternative." It could be combined with Washington's
"first device" or Paris' first alternative, but could hardly stand on
its own.
102.

Having, in essence, dismissed each of the suggestions,

Bunker directed his attention to what he viewed as the fundamental
weakness of the various alternatives.

Running through each of

them, he said, was the belief that "the DRV is essentially concerned
with 'face' rather than operating from a cold calculation of how they
can best wring benefit from the US with minimal concessions on their
part." He must confes s that he found it difficult to believe that an
arrangement that allowed the North Vietnamese to give in more grace
fully would really induce them to enter into serious negotiations.
They must know that sooner or later it would remain no secret from
the world that they had been compelled to make important concessions
in order to get the bombing stopped, assuming, of course, that in
addition to the question of GVN participation, the US still planned
to satisfy itself on the other essential points (i. e., restraint in the
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DMZ and attacks against the cities) before any bombing cessation
was extended beyond 24 hours.

In short, Bunker said, someone or

something has to give -- substance, not image, is the issue.
103.

During a 42-minute tea break at the October 2 plenary

session, the North Vietnamese expressed an interest in Vice
President Humphrey's Salt

Lake City speech.

he read the speech it demanded reciprocity.

Thuy said that as

Harriman replied that

he had not talked with the Vice Presid e nt and his speech must speak
for itself.

However, President Johnson remained responsible for

US foreign policy until January 20 and the statements of candidates
were not important during this period.

What was important was that

which Hanoi was prepared to do to make it possible for the US to halt
the

bom~ing.

The US negotiators restated the US position, noting

once again that we understood that the DRV knew what they would have
to do in and around the DMZ and with respect to the cities.

They

also knew that in serious talks after a bombing halt they would have
to talk to the GVN.

Thuy responded that there could be no reciprocity

for the bombing halt, but the DRV would agree to talk with the US the
day after a cessation on all issues we posed, including GVN participation.
In fact, the question of participation could be taken up first on the agenda.
104.

The US again concentrated on the GVN qtBtion at the tea

break on October 9, in accordance with instructions worked about
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between Vance and Rusk in New York.

The US team stated that they

could report on the basis of Vance's conversations in the US that the
inclusion of GVN representatives in substantive talks following a
bombing halt was "utterly indespensible." The North Vietnamese
appeared unreceptive, but said they would like a full private session
to discuss the subject further.

A secret meeting was arranged

for October 11.

III.

The Third Phase: October Breakthrough

105.

The October II meeting was a landmrt.rk session.

The

North Vietnamese first called on the US to repeat their statement of
October 9 concerning GVN participation.

The US did so and also

stressed the US position on the DMZ and the cities.

Vance and

Rusk had worked out the latter formulation during their consultations
in New York and it was put to the North Vietnamese in these terms:
"It is important to understand that we are not talking
about reciprocity or conditions but the simple fact
that after a cessation of all bom1:>ardment the President's
ability to maintain that situation would be affected by certain
elemental considerations.

We do not look on them as a

condition fo r stopping the bombing but as a description
of the situation which would permit serious negotiations
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and thus the cessation to continue.

You will understand,

therefore, that the circulTIstances we have discussed in
our various private lTIceting s about lTIilitary activity
in and around the DMZ are essential to the lTIaintenance
of that situation.

And, of course, you know frolTI our

various discussions that indiscrilTIinate attacks launched
against lTIajor cities would c reate a situation which would
not perlTIit serious talks and thus the lTIaintenance of a
cessation. "

106.

Le Duc Tho replied that the DRV "took note" of the US

statelTIent that cessation of the bOlTIbing would be Ilunconditional. I' He
then asked if the US would stop the bOlTIbing and all other acts of war
against the DRV if the DRV agreed to GVN participation in subsequent
talks; and if the DRV did agree, would the US consider it reciprocity?
HarrilTI-3..n replied that he could not answer the first question without
checking with Washington.

A s to the second question, the US would

not consider the agreelTIent reciprocity, but a definition of what
was needed for "serious talks. II

The North VietnalTIese refused to

be drawn out specifically on whether they 'W'Otid agree to GVN participation.
liThe DRV does not know that the US will stop bOlTIbing, II Tho said,
I'SO how could the DRV agree to GVN participation? II HarrilTIan asked
whether the DRV would give an affirlTIative answer if the US agreed to
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 84 of 166
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stop the bombing.

Tho turned the question around and asked if the

US would stop the bombing if the DRV agreed to GVN representation.
Harriman said he was not authorized to answer that question.
Subsequently, Tho said that if the US gave a positive response to
the first DRY question, the DRY would also give a "positive response."
It was agreed that a meeting would be held as soon as a reply was
received from Washington.
107.

In their report to Washington, Harriman and Vance

said they believed that Hanoi fully understood what the US had proposed
on the DMZ and the cities as well as the "nuances" of the US position.
Both recommended that we give the DRV an early affirmative reply.

A Soviet Initiative

108.

On the morning of October 12,

to discuss "a very important matter.

II

Oberem'~o

called on Vance

The Soviet Minister indicated

that what he was about to say should not be considered a reply from
the Soviet Government to Vance's request of September 21.

However,

he repeated the substance of what Vance had told him on that occasion
and asked if this correctly sumlnarized what Vance had stated to him.
Vance indicated that it did.

Oberemko then said he would like to give

the US Ambassador a statement which he was sure Vance would want
to take down verbatim:
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"I have good reason to believe that if the US stops
unconditionally and completely the bombardments
and other acts of war against the DR V, the delegation
of North Vietnam will agree to the participation of
the representative of the Saigon Government in the
talks on the problem of a political settlement in
Vietnam.

Thus these talks would be held by the

representatives of the DRV, of the United States of
America, of the NLF, and the Saigon Government. "

Vance asked Oberemko who the "I" was, and he replied, I!It is I,
Oberemko."

He continued that the wording was a little awkward,

but that was the way he received it from "them," He did not
indicate from whom.
109.

Oberemko said that he hoped that his statement would

help to move the talks off dead center and that this view was shared
by the North Vietnamese.

He said that he had met with the North

Vietnamese the previous afternoon after the US-DRV private meeting.
He indicated that the Soviets considered that it was now the right time
to act; the situation was most favorable and the opportunity should
not be lost.

There were, he said, factions with different views in

Hanoi, and if positive action were not taken imm.ediately it would be
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a major setback for those who wanted peace.

Oberemko added that

if the US advanced any new conditions it might bring many

difficulties; indeed, it might provoke reversal of the entire DRV
position.

What he had told Vance was the "rock bottom" to which

the DRV could go.

no.

Oberemko then said he had en other statement which he

would like to give verbatim:
"I can tell you also on good authority that if the question
of the unconditional and complete ces sation of bombard
ments and all other acts of war against North Vietnam is
resolved positively and promptly, the delegation of the DRV
is ready to discuss seriously and in good faith other
questions relating to the political settlement in Vietnam,
provided, of course, that the other side would also act
seriously and in good faith. "
The Soviet Minister said that he understood that the US had told the
DRV that we were commrlllicating with our government and would be
back in touch with them.
we would have an answer.

Oberemko asked whether Vance knew when
Vance said he didn't know.

Oberemko

got up to leave and expres se d the hope that what he had said would be
constructive and would bring about positive action which would lead
to a settlement.
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111.

On October 13, Sec retary Rusk called in A mbas sador

Dobrynin and showed him the statements made in Paris by Oberemko.
Rusk asked if these were authorized by M -: :>scow.
know, but offered to check.

Dobrynin did not

The ne:>..1: day, he informed the Secretary

that Oberemko had been acting in accordance with the instructions of
the Soviet Government.

The View from Saigon

112.

On October 11 the White House asked Bunker and Abrams

for their comments on the reply which was being considered for
Harriman and Vance to transmit to Hanoi.

The proposed reply was

rather stiff, requiring DRV agreement to a meeting within 24 hours
of a cessation at I,.vhich the GVN would be present and DRV acceptance
of an explicit "understanding" that the US could not maintain the cessation
if armed attacks wer e launched on major cities and if military
activity continued in and around the DMZ.

Abrams was informed that

he would be furnished with rules of engagement which would permit
him to respond promptly to limi ted violations of the DMZ and that
the President would regard any gross violations of the DMZ under
standing as "most serious." In the meantime, the President wanted
their "completely frank comments" on the situation, comments
"with the bark off. "
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Amhassador Bunker and General Abrams replied that they

regarded the October 11 meeting as an indication that Hanoi was now
shifting its "main effort" from the battlefield to the conference table.
They sought to demonstrate with a statistical analysis that there had
been a "steady deterioration" in Hanoi I s military position since the

1968 Tet Offensive.

Both men predicted, moreover, that the North

Vietnamese would "soon propose a cease fire." At the same time,
they cautioned against any impression that the Communists were about
to collapse militarily.

They would continue to fight with "undeminished

vigor" right up to a cease fire.

Both Bunker and Abrams were

agreeable to a cessation of the bombing if the GVN question were
suitably settled, believing that while it would cause some apprehension
in South Vietnam, it "need not worry us excessively." Abrams
offered the judgment that it would be at least two or three months
before Hanoi could mount another offensive even if the bombing were
halted.
114.

Ambassador Bunker speculated that there m:ght be at

least four reasons - - in addition to Hanoi I s deteriorating position on
the battlefield -- motivating the DRV to seek an agreement in Paris;
(a) Hanoi m i ght believe that if it could get the
bombing halted and keep it halted until January 20. the next
Pre sident would find it very difficult to resume it.

Meanwhile I
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Hanoi would have time to rest and resupply and prepare for a
renewed struggle in the spring.
(b) Hanoi might see itself as in the relatively strongest
position it was likely to occupy for the purposes of negotiations,
and if it waited any longer to negotiate, there might be an
erosion of its support in the South or a further weakening of its
relative position as the Thieu Government moved into more
offensive operations on several fronts.
(c) Hanoi m j,ght fear a Nixon victory and what that
would portend.
(d) Hanoi might have drawn the conclusion that the US
would not disengage in Vietnam no matter who were elected and
it must now make the best possible bargain while it was still
in a comparatively strong position to negotiate.

115.

Bunker and Abrams thought that some or all of these factors

had played a part, but what was significant was that each of them put
Hanoi in a defensive position.

Hanoi did not take the stand they did at

the October 11 meeting because victory was in their grasp, but because
victory had eluded them and they must now seek the best possible terms.
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116.

The US team in Saigon concurred in the propo sed reply

which Harriman and Vance were to transmit to the North Vietnamese.
They thought the DRV representatives would find the US proposal
for a meeting including the GVN "acceptable ll and the US statement
on the DMZ and cities Ilunderstandable. II Bunker and Abrams would
regard this response as meeting Ilour es sential requirements II for
a cessation of the bombing.
117.

Bunker said he thought President Thieu would find the

US position acceptable, Ildespite the fact that he has been under some
pressure from the hardliners to toughen his stand on negotiations. II
Thieu l s main concern, Bunker thought, would be that the bombing halt
agreement might be a precursor to an early cease fire, which he would
prefer to put off as long as possible.

Finally, the Am':>assador

thought Thieu must be given time to inform Vice President Ky,
Prime Minister Huong, the Minister of Defense, and possibly one
or two others shortly before the US action became known so that
their full cooperation could be enlisted.

Instructions for Paris

118.

On the basis of the recommendations from Paris and

Saigon, and the assurances of the Soviets, Washington offered some
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tentative instructions for Harriman and Vance for the next meeting
in a cable drafted by William Bundy and Walt Rostow.

In response

to the DRV question, "Would the US agree to halt the bombing if
the North Vietnamese agreed to GVN participation?" Harriman and
Vance were instructed to give the following reply:
"We are prepared, depending on your response to
this representation as a whole, to order the cessation
of bombing and all other acts involving the use of force
against the territory of the DRV if you agree to begin
serious talks the next day in which representatives
of the

Governm·~nt

of the Republic of Vietnam will

participate on our side. "
The US team was also instructed to inform Hanoi that it was essential
that there be no misunderstanding on the two points which described
the situation following a cessation of all bombardment in which the
President's ability to maintain that situation would be affected by
certain "facts of life.

I I

Hanoi was to understand that:

(1) "The simple fact is that military activities in and

certain military activities near the DMZ would not be consistent
with serious talks, such as firing of artillery, rockets and
mortars from, across and within the DMZ; and the massing
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or movement of forces near the DMZ in a manner threatening
to the other side.
by both sides.

These restraints would, of course, be observed

II

(2) "The other simple fact is that indiscriminate armed
attacks against ma.jor cities in South Vietnam would not be
consistent with such talks. "

119.

Washington was conc e rned that the acts of force aspect of

the formula be spelled out in detail in order to exclude unarmed
reconnaissance over North Vietnam.
general terms

"bom~ing"

We had repeatedly used the

or "bombardment" in the public ses sions,

and beginning with the second Vance- Lau meeting had spelled out
carefully the longer and more exact term "bombing and all other
acts involving the use of force."

In an earlier conversation, Lau

had asked about "other acts of war" and Va nce had said that we
would have to discus s what this involved at a later point.

This

is sue had not come up again in any of the private talks since September 7.
Thus, Washington was concerned that we could be faced with the
possibility of a misunderstanding or purported misunderstanding with
the North Vietnamese on this point, as -- in fact -- we subsequently were.
120.

The US delegation in Paris thought the instructions were

too stiff and recommended that we limit the statement strictly tu
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the GVN aspect, dropping any effort to secure an acknowledgment
of our conditions on the DMZ and the cities through the phrase "our
representation as a whole.

II

They read the phrase as impos ing a

condition that there be a prior explicit agreement on the DMZ and
cities and "that would be contrary to what we have told the DRV
under our prior instructi.ons and,

i.n our judgment, would be

considered by them as a demand for explicit reciprocity.

11

Harriman

and Vance assumed that this was not what 'Washington intended and
recommended that after they had made their complete statement they
simply ask, "What is your response?"
Comment;

Ambas sador Har r iman was like a downed
pilot approaching an uncharted island in
a life raft: afraid to land for fear it might
be a mirage.

Consistently since first

assuring Washington following the September
15 meeting that Hanoi understood our position
on the DMZ and the c itie s, he had opposed
all suggestions to tie down explicitly thi s
under stand ing.
121.

The US team in Paris also questioned whether the US

should insist upon a meeting to include GVN representatives within
24 hours of the cessation.

They doubted that Hanoi would be able to
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produce NLF representation on their side of the table that soon and
suggested that the period be extended to two or three days.
122.

Washington agreed to the deletion of the phrase "as a

whole" and accepted Harriman I s recommendation that the US team
ask Hanoi, "What is your response?

II

If the DRV representatives

expressed any obj ections to our points on the DMZ or the cities,
the US team was to inform them :hat this was a matter which would
have the most serious consequences and require basic reappraisal by
Washington.

With regard to the timing for the first meeting

following the cessation, Washington insisted that Paris maintain
the position that serious talks should begin the next day.

Washington,

Rusk said, attached importance to a visible m e ting including the
GVN the day following the cessation.
Comment:

The timing of the first meeting was to
become a key issue over the next
several weeks, although Washington
ultimately backed away from its insistence
on a

m,~eting

within 24 hours of aces sation.

Lining Up Thieu
123.

On the basis of Bunkerls favorable assessment of the

situation, State informed him on October 12 that he should immediately
inform President Thieu of the status of the private contacts in Paris
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and obtain his concurrence to the proposed reply which the US
was considering.

Thieu had been periodically informed by

Bunker of the progress of private talks and had expre s sed interest
in the r e action of the North Vietname se to the US insistenc e on GVN
representation.

However, Thieu had not probed Bunker for the

details of the US bargaining position.

At the time of the October

breakthrough, the South Vietnamese President was not familiar with
all the nuances of the US proposal s for a bombing halt agreement.
124.

Ambassador Bunker was instructed to tell Thieu that

he could inform Ky, Huong, and other close advisors of the impending
breakthrough, if he wished, but we would hope that he would not do so
in such a way as to hold up the immediate action the US planned, or to
create any chance of a l e ak.

It should be empha sized in the strongest

possible terms that total secre c y was r e quired.
125.

Bunker was giv n complete latitude in mobilizing the

arguments to be p resented to Thieu in support of the proposal.

However,

there was one point to which S e cretary Rusk attached "considerable
importance." The Secretary believed that the presence of the GVN
at the negotiating table was an implicit acknowledgment by Hanoi that
the cons e nt of the GVN was required for a s e ttleme nt of the conflict.
Rusk thought this was "a simple idea which carries with it the mo st
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enormous consequences.

II

It had the most vital bearing on Thieu's

ability to defend the arrangement, for, on the basis of Hanoi's public
statements alone, their prompt acceptance of the GVN at the table
required them to "eat a great many words" and would surely be
seen in Saigon as elsewhere "as a very major and visible concession
on their part. "

126.

President Thieu was to understand that only a part of the

final agre ernent would be made public in order to meet Hanoi's objections

to the appearance of reciprocity.

The US would not expect to specify

publicly the understanding on the DMZ and the cities, and GVN would
also have to refrain from doing so.

The only imtnediately visible sign

of a concession by Hanoi would be the GVN presence at post-cessation
talks.

On the basis of President Johnson's August 19 speech and the

Honolulu ComiTIunique, the A merican public and South Vietnamese
political leaders should draw the conclusion that we had good reason
to believe that there would be significant d e scalation and that serious
talks would get underway.

We would let this conclusion be drawn and

not amplify it in our own public statements announcing the cessation.
127.

Bunker, General Abrams, and Ambassador Burger met

with President Thieu on October 13 and went over the developments of the
past four days, starting with the October 9 tea break.
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outlined the military situation and the implications of a bombing
cessation on the allied rn::litary position.

There was an exchange of

view s about what prompted Hanoi to shift to negotiations, and then
Thieu asked why we did not make infiltration an issue.

The American

delegation explained that infiltration was difficult to document and
it would be hard to prove violations of any understanding, whereas
the points we were insisting on were clear.

Violations of the DMZ

or attacks upon the m a jor cities were easy to detect.

M:>reover,

General Abrams wa s confident that we could handle whatever
infiltration Hanoi would initiate.
128.

Thieu replied that so long as w e were going to pr e s s the

offensive in the South and in Lao s , and so long as we were prepared
to r e sume the bombing if the Communists violated the DMZ or
a ttacked th e cities, he was prepar e d to go along.

"After all , " he said,

"th e problem i s not to stop the bombing, but to stop the war, and we
must try this path to see if they are serious."

Thieu added that

if the Comm"'.mists were serious about the negotiations, they would
probably propose a cease-fire shortly after the talks started.
didn't believe we should fall into this trap.

He

We could welcom e a

cease-fire proposal and say we were ready to negotiate on it, but
we must make any cease-fire part of the general settlement, or at
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least not agree to it until we h a d some understanding on other things
such as the withdrawal of forces.

Bunker replied that Thieu knew

from the joint US-GVN negotiating meetings that we were all aware
of the pitfalls involved in a cease-fire proposal.

Following a discussion

of timing and procedure s for handling the required action, Bunker made
it clear that we could not say publicly that there were conditions of
reciprocity, but the facts would speak for themselves.

Thieu said

he understood this.
Comment:

Bunker told Washington that he was
surprised at Thieu's reaction.

He had

e xpected that the South Vietnamese President
would take the night to think about it before
giving his answer.

But, according to

Bunker, he responded !'imme diately and
unequivocally.

II

Bunker observed that

"most times he thinks clearly and logically.
This meeting was the latest demonstration
of this.

It was also the answer to those who

think he is indecisive. "
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129.

In a meeting on October 15, President Thieu told Bunker

that he would prefer not to bring his colleagues into the picture until
he knew the outcome of the next private meeting.

He said this

would still allow him time to tell the others in advance of any
announcement.

He told Bunker that he once again wanted to impress

upon the US the importa nce of avoiding a long de lay between the
cessation announcement and the first meeting to be attended by the
GVN.

If there wer e a long delay, he would have serious problems.

Bunker assured him that we were aware of this.

Thieu said

Ambassador Lam would head the Saigon delegation in Paris initially,
but would need to be reinforced.

Bunker asked if Thieu had in mind to

us e Vic e President Ky, as he once indicated he might.

Thieu was

vague and noncommital in answering, leading Bunker to conclude
that he did not intend to send Ky to Paris, at least not in the early
stages of the talks.

A ctivity in Washington

130.

In Washington, meantime, State had instructed the

US ambassadors to the troop contributing countries to inform the TCC
heads of government offue impending bombing halt.

The instructions

stated that the US now had reason to believe that our position on the
DMZ and the cities was "so clearly understood ll that we could
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anticipate that the Communists "would in practic e refrain from such
military actions" as we had specified would jeopardize serious talks.
While the DRV had refused to give us an express understanding on
these points. we now had a situation "where their clear understanding.
plus the visible and substantive nature of the acts" we had specified,
added up "to a picture that gives us confidence in our judgment. "

In the terms used by President Johnson on August 19. we had solid
"reason to believe" that they would comply with these military
restraints.
131.

The US ambassadors were also informed that -

"most important of a ll" - - Hanoi had indicated that it was about to give
a firm commitment to accept the inclusion of GVN in post-bombing
talks. and in view of North Vietnam's public statements consistently
rejecting any form of discussion with the GVN. agreement on this
point "should be seen as a very major and visible step by Hanoi. "
It was noted that General Abrams and Ambassador Bunker "whole

heartedly" agreed with the proposal to stop the bombing in exchange
for final agreement on GVN inclusion and a clear understanding on
the two points of military restraint and that President Thieu also
concurred "without reservation." Thus. the next step was for the
ambassadors to inform the TCCs of the situation and get their
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concurrence at the "earliest possible moment. "
132.

In presenting the matter to the TCCs, the ambas sadors

were instructed to make the following points that h a d rrl ong figured rr
in US planning:
(a ) We planned to continue and intensify our bombing
actions in Laos and had already made approaches to Souvanna
that gave us confidence that he would ace ept this.
(b)

We expected to do everything within our capability

to mainta in the momentum of our military actions in South
Vietnam and planned to make no change with respect to
Laos and Cambodia.
(c)

We would continue the necessary aerial reconnaissance

over North Vietna m.
(d)

We, of course, exp e cted to maintain our full

support for the GVN and its armed forces along the lines
recently confirmed in Honolulu.
(e)

Finally, w e intended to make it clear that we would

resume the bombing in the ev ent of violation of the DMZ or
attacks on major cities.

If the question of infiltration were raised, the

am~assadors

were to

point out that this was not specifically included in the understanding.
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Its omission was based both on the difficulty of ascertaining the
exact rate of infiltration and obtaining usable evidence of it, and on the
military judgment that our actions in Laos, plus the DMZ under standing,
would impose significant restraints on iriiltration and, from a
military standpoint, we were confident that we could deal with
whatever infiltration continued.

133.

The State Department instructed the ambassadors to

emphasize the importance of security and urge that whatever
disclosure was made within the host government should be made only
at the last possible mornent.

Because State was concerned that

getting President Marcos' concurrence at this stage would involve a
serious risk of leak, Manila was instructed not to inform the President
at this time.

He would be cut in after a firm agreement had been

reached, but before it was announc ed.
134.

Although steps were promptly being taken to consummate

an agreement with Hanoi, some high officials in Washington were
conc erned that the United States might be falling into a trap on the
impending deal.

On October 14, Walt Rostow cabled Bunker and

A brams that President Johnson wanted to insure that all parties
"examine with utmost care the loop-holes and contingencies in
the deal we are consider :: ng to make sure it is as copper-plated as
we can make it.

II

The President wished the US team in Saigon to
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examine the possibility that Hanoi was simply seeking a respite to
prepare for another offensive, creating in the interim an atmosphere
of hopeful expectations and euphoria which would make it difficult
for the US to resume the bombing and otherwise maintain the
"remarkable" momentum on the ground which General Abrams
had achieved.

Specifically, he wished to have the views of Bunker

and Abrams on four questions:

(1) what would be a reasonable

and secure interval in which to assess whether Hanoi was seriously
interested in making peace, once "serious" negotiations started?
(2) could we maintain the morale, fighting spirit, and momentum of
the ARVN and our own forces once serious negotiations started?
(3)

what standing rules of engagement would be required to protect

the security of our forces in the face of violations of the DMZ?

and

(4) in view of Saigon's judgment that Hanoi was likely to propose

a cease-fire, was a cease-fire proposal Ilhighly advantageous to our
side" being designed which we could put forward in the talks if such
a proposition were put to us?

135.

Bu.Tlker and Abrams replied that it was difficult to

determine exactly what was motivating Hanoi, but it was likely
that North Vietnam had "abandoned all hope of a military victory
or of a unilateral US withdrawal by the next administration. "
If this were true, then Hanoi was confronted with the choic e of
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trying to negotiate a settlement on a basis most favorable to them
or to return to protracted guerrilla warfare.

Initially, they would

probably opt for the former course and could be expected to
propose a cease-fire in place, mutual withdrawal of forces, and a
coalition government.

Bunker thought these proposals would be put

forward early in the negotiations since they were simple conceptions
with strong propaganda features from Hanoi's point of view and each
was designed to give us trouble since we were obviously not going
to accept them without working out carefully the details.
136.

In specific reply to the President's first question,

Bunker didn't think it was possible to fix in advance, even in rough
terms, the length of the interval that should be allowed before we
considered whether Hanoi was serious.

He thought we should have

a pretty good picture in a month or two after serious talks began,
particularly if the negotiating sessions were frequent.

By the end

of the year, we would also have a pretty good idea of the morale
of the VC/NVA forces as well as our ability to move into and
establish ourselves in the contested areas.

In the meantime, General

Abrams remained confident that the North Vietnamese could not
launch another major offensive for at least three months and, in
any event, he was capable of handling anything they threw at us.
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137.

A mbas sador Bunker and General Abrams were also

confident that the morale, fighting spirit, and momentum of the
allied forces could be maintained.

The main problem would be to

justify to the Congres s and the A merican people our unwillingness
to agree to a cease-fire in place and our opposition to a coalition,
or, "to put it another way, justifying to the American public further
casualties while we negotiate for a succes sful outcome of our
enormous effort here. "
138.

With regard to providing for the security of our forces

in the event of violations of the DMZ, General Abrams sugge sted a
contingency plan which he thought would be adequate to the task.

And

Ambassador Bunker assured the White House that efforts were
pres ently under way, in consultation with GVN, to develop an advantageous
cease-fire proposal which could be submitted in Paris once the serious
discussions were underway.
Comment:

President Johnson's state of mind at this
point was reflected in a cable which Secretary
Rusk sent Harriman and Vance on October 12.
The Secretary wanted them both to know that
before the President's departure to spend the
weekend at the Ranch, LBJ had discussed the
developments at the October 11 meeting and
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emphasized that he placed great importance
on everyone in Washington, Saigon, and
Paris "being in full accord" that the bombing
should be resumed if the DRV "clearly"
vi olated the under standing on the DMZ,
cities, or GVN participation following a
cessation.

New Developments in Paris
139.

In Paris, events were moving swiftly.

On October 14,

Hanoi r s chief negotiator, Le Duc Tho, returned to the DRV.

Harriman

and Vane e read this as an indication that the DRV was signalling that
it had reached rock bottom in its position on a bombing halt.

However,

it might mean that Tho was going back to Hanoi to consult on what
line the DRV would take in the subsequent negotiations once the
deal had been w rapped up.
140.

In consultations between Washington, Saigon and Paris,

the US was busy formulating its timetable for a bombing halt onc e
agreement were reached.

On the 15th, State cabled Saigon a draft

text for a joint Pr esidential statement announcing the bombing halt.
Bunker was instructed to get Thieu r s concurrence to this statement.
State also proposed a time sequence for events leading from DRV
agreement to the US position to the first meeting at which the GVN
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 107 of 166
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would be present.

State's suggestion was predicated on the assumption

that the DRV would agree to GVN participation at a private meeting
scheduled for 4:00 p. m. Washington time on October 15.

If this

happened, President Johnson would announce the agreement at
8:00 p. m., the bombing would halt at 5:00 p. m. the following day

and the first session of the "serious talks" would take place at
5:00 a· m . on October 17.

One of the problems with working out

such a schedule was the time difference between Washington, Saigon
and Paris.

The US delegation in Paris objected to this schedule

since the proposed Paris lTIeeting would take place only 12 hours
after the bOlTIbing halt and would be the same day Hanoi tilTIe.
Ambassador Bunker argued that the timetable was "out of the question, "
for it would create unnecessary suspicions and dangerous cOlTIplications
fo r Thieu.

He strongly urged that the bOlTIbing halt be delayed

24 hours from the schedule Washington proposed in order to give

Thieu tilTIe to inform his colleagues and to prepare his own statelTIent
on the cessation.

Bunker also argued that Washington's schedule did

not allow sufficient time for North Vietnam to invoke the implied
restraints by their forces, with the result that "we would have a
confused and inauspicious beginning. "
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Ambassador Bunker subsequently conferred with President

Thieu and went over with him t he time sequence and proposed joint
Presidential statement.

Thieu raised several objections to the

Washington draft, but they did not appear to be fundamental differences.
ComTnent:

The substance of the jOint presidential
statement subsequently became a major
point of issue between Saigon and
Washington.

142.

Meantim e, Ambassador Sullivan reported from Vientiane

that it had already been noted there that Le Duc Tho had returned
to Hanoi and that North Vietnamese troops had withdrawn from various
areas in the DMZ.
the Laotian capital.

A

5

a result, there was an air of anticipation in

A s for a shift of

bom~ing

weight to Lao s,

Ambassador Sullivan reported that "all systems are go" and there
was no need to tell Souvanna of the impending halt until the announcement
was made.
143.

On the ev ening of October 15, Harriman and Vanc e met

with Xuan Thuy and Colonel Lau.

The US team opened by reading the

prepared text authorized by Washington and gave special emphasis
to the sentence "and all other acts involving the use of force against
the territory of the DRV." Thuy asked that the full statement be
reread, which was done.

Thuy then said that at the meeting on October 11
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 109 of 166
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the US had reaffirmed that it would not ask any condition or reciprocity
for the cessation of bombing.

The DRV had taken note of that statement

and had asked if the US would stop the bombing if the DRV agreed to the
participation of the Saigon administration in the post- bombing negotiations.
The US had now given its reply.

In response to what the US side had

just said, he would answer as follows:

"If the United States unconditionally

stops the bombing and all other acts of war against the DR V , then after
the cessation of bombing the two sides agree that there will be a
four-party conference including representatives of the DRV, the NLF,
the U. S. Government and the Saigon administration for the purpose
of discussing a political settlement of the South Vietna mese problem .

1/

The DRV adopted this position, Thuy said, in order once again to
prove its good will and to permit the conference to proceed toward
a peaceful settlement of the South Vietnamese problem.
that there was one more thing he wished to say:

Thuyadded

"When the US

announces the complete cessation of bombing and other acts of war,
be it tomorrow or the day after, the following day the DR V side shall
discuss with the US side the manner of convening a conference. "
144.

Harriman objected that Thuy was injecting new conditions

which had not been discussed before.

We had made it plain that we

expected GVN representatives to be present on our side at the meeting
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to be held immediately after the cessation and the DRV side could have
with it the NLF or anyone else it wished.

The procedures, agenda,

and other matters would be discussed by the two sides .

The DRV

had never raised these m a tters before, but we had m a de it plain
that there could not be serious talks unless the GVN had its
representatives present.
145.

Thuy argued that since the DRV had agreed to GVN

p a rticipation in post-bombing negotia tions, it was the US which was
adding a new condition by demanding that the S a igon administration
participate in a meeting held the day after the cessation.
replied that this was nothing new.

The US

We had said repeatedly that we

would be accompanied by GVN representatives at the meeting following
the cessation.

Thuy said th a t it was very easy for the US to arrange

for a representativ e of GVN to a ttend a session on such short notice.
However, the DRV side must communicate with Hanoi and the NLF.
This would take time .

Thuy added that "the sooner that this conference

is convened, the better.

I I

The US team suggested that a token delegation

be present at the first meeting.

The GVN Ambassador in Paris would

most likely represent Saigon, and the NLF could be represented by
one of its people stationed in Paris or nearby in Europe.

Thuy replied

that he could not designate a representative of the NLF to join the talks;
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only th e NLF Central Committee could do that .

If he could speak on

behalf of the NLF, there would be no need to invite them .
146.

Thuy added that what was important was that the two

sides agreed that it was the question of the participation of the Saigon
administration which affected the c es sation of bombing, and not the
question of how soon after the bombing halt a meeting between the
four partie s would take plac e.
question was also important.

Harriman replied that the latter
Thuy wanted to know whether the US

would stop the bombing without a firm date being set for a four-party
meeting.

The US replied that since Thuy had not given an unqualified

reply to our presentation, we could not answer that question.

Harriman

reiterated his belief that Thuy was imposing a new condition by stating
that a meeting with GVN representatives present must await the
arrival of an NLF repr e sentative in Paris.
the US whi c h was posing conditions.
position in order to make it clear.

Thuy replied that it was

He said he wanted to repeat his
The DRV had agreed that if the

bomb ing stopped there would be serious talks including representatives
of the Saigon administration.

Thuy hoped that such talks would take

place as soon as possible, but he could not say definitely on what date.
Now the United States said there lTIust be talks including Saigon and
NLF representatives immedia tely after the cessation, although they
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did not have full-fledged delegations.

Thuy said he would report

to his government that the US would not stop the bombing unless it knew
a fixed date for the beginning of a conferenc e which included the
GVN and NLF.
the US position.

Harriman replied that this accurately reflected
The meeting ended with the understanding that

should either side receive word from its government, it would
communicate immediately with the other.
147.

On October 16 the State Department reported to

Bunker

and the US ambas sadors to the troop contributing countries that an
agreement with North Vietnam was hung up over the time element
between the ce ssation and the first full meeting at which representatives
of GVN and the NLF would be present.

The DRV delegation had not

challeng ed the restatement of our "understanding" on the DMZ and
the cities, nor had they challenged our definition of acts of force
which implicitly excluded reconnaissance, although twice they had
an opportunity to do so.

The key issue now was the date for the

first meeting, and Washington had decided that the US could not
stop the bombing until the DRV set a firm date for the appearance
of the NLF representatives in Paris.

Harriman and Vance were being

instructed to inform Thuy at the Wednesday tea break that we could
not set a date for cessation of bombing until we knew when serious
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talks would get under way with the GVN present.

Once we knew the

firm date for serious talks, we would stop the bombing 24 hours
in advance.

148.

Bunker was instructed to tell Thieu that we were

"somewhat at a 108s" to explain Hanoi' 8 inability to set a definite
date.

However, it was conceivable that Hanoi and the NLF had

genume difficulties and perhaps were "troubled about transit
through Communist China." In the mp.antim e , Bunker was to
attempt to work out with Thieu agreem e nt on the joint Presidential
statement.

149.

The same day, Rusk instructed Harriman and Vance

to inform Thuy at the tea break that we had no intention of stopping
the bombing until the DRV gave us a date on which serious talks
could begin with GVN representatives present.

Harriman should

point out that the US believed t a lks should get underway as soon
as possible even though it mlght mean starting with temporary
GVN and NLF representatives who could be m",de available promptly
and then be replaced by permanent representatives.

Rusk indicated

that from Washington's point of view the presence of "warm bodies"
at the table the day following cessation was important as a symbol,
and it did not matter if they were soon thereafter replaced.

The

Secretary emphasized that time was of the essence; delay created a
serious hazard of leaks.
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150.

At the tea break on October 16 the US team informed

Thuy of the US position on the importance of establishing a firm
date for serious talks.

Thuy responded that the US was advancing

a new condition for the ce ssation of bombing, namely that talks with
the GVN present must begin the day after the cessation.

The US

team pointed out that one of the things we had agreed to was prompt
serious talks after the cessation of bombing.

Thuy had proposed

talks the day after c e ss a tion and tha t was how the question of
talks within 24 hours had been raised.

The US governme nt had

agreed that prompt talks would begin after the cessation of bombing
and assumed that prompt talks meant talks the day after cessation.
Thuy should report this understanding to Hanoi.

Thuy replied that

he had not agreed that the r e would be talks with the GVN and NLF
present the day after the cessation.

What he had agreed was that the

DRV would talk to the US the day aft e r cessation.
Comme nt:

Thuy was correct.

He had said the DRV

was willing to meet the day after cessation
with the US to discuss all questions,
including the issue of GVN participation.
He had not at any point indicated that the
DRV would meet the next day with the GVN.
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151.

Thuy indicated that he understood the US position

and would infortn Hanoi accordingly.

However, he could not say what

the response of his government would be.

He had the impres sion

it would be rejected since whatever he rn:,ght explain, Hanoi would
think a new condition had been put forwa rd.

Nevertheless, he

would explain the US position in extenso and perhaps Hanoi would
think otherwise.

Enlisting Soviet Support
152.

In Washington, m0anwhile, the difficulty which

had arisen over the timing of the first mReting prompted the US
to seek once again the support of the Soviets.

On the evening of

October 15, Secretary Rusk had gone over with Dobrynin the
US presentation in Paris and emphasized the importance the US
attached to GVN participation.

The Soviet Ambassador indicated

that he completely understood the importance of this point to 'c he
President and would report it to his government.

On October 17,

Rusk met again with Dobrynin and went over the problem of
establishing a firm date for serious talks.

Rusk said the US was

prepared to move, but we could not accept any significant time
gap between a cessation of the bombing and the beginning of expanded
talks.

We preferred a meeting lithe next day,
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leeway in our position and "if the meeting is set on Monday, we
can make our move Friday or Saturday." Dobrynin indicated that
he understood the US position "perfectly" and would immediately
explain the situation to Moscow.

Secretary Rusk Reviews the Situation

153.

In a mes sage to A mbassador Harriman on October

16, Secretary Rusk assessed the current state of the negotiations
and commented on the importance which he attached to certain
key elements of the US proposal.

Washington had been proceeding,

he said, on the basis that a cessation of the bombing would be
followed immediately by talks in which the GVN participated.

This

was not only a fundamental point of policy, but was "the only
immediate and visible sign" that Hanoi had moved at any point.
DRV agreement on an early meeting with GVN representatives present
was basic "because otherwise we would be in the position of a
unilateral cessation of bombing with nothing in exchange." Harriman
had insisted that we not make public the understanding on the DMZ
and attacks on the cities because that would offend Hanoi's attitude
toward "conditions."

We had acc epted, Rusk said, "though with

some mj sgiving, " Harriman I s view that "silence on the part of Hanoi
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on these two points was an adequate basis on which to proceed, with
the clear understanding that we would resume the bombing imm.ediate. y
if we were disappointed." However, we must have a day certain for
the beginning of the talks in which the GVN was present before we
could deliver our part of the arrangement, namely, the cessation of
the bombing.

A bombing cessation followed by a week or a month's

delay in getting off to serious talks would, Rusk declared, "create
an utterly impossible situation both internationally and domestically.
Bunker and Thieu simply could not manage the situation in Saigon
under such circumstanc es.
154.

I I

Rusk pointed out that the North Vietnamese delegation had,

according to Harriman I S reports, said the talks could "begin the next
day.

I I

The Secretary did not believe we could abandon this idea on the

grounds that this phrase was used at an earlier stage before Hanoi
indicated they would agree to the presence of the GVN and that the
talks on the next day would be about the question of representation.
The visibility of the presence of the GVN, the Secretary insisted, was
the only thing we could point to in connection with the major move by
the United States in stopping the bombing.

Since the pres enc e of the

GVN was utterly fundamental, we could not take our step with ambiguity
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or delays on this most fundamental point of all.

"We simply cannot

take any risk," said Rusk, "of being in the position of having to
resum e the bombing after a few days because we are wrangling about the
question of representation. "
155.

Having said this, Rusk proceeded to authorize some latitude

m the US position.

"You need not, "he told Harriman, "adhere rigidly

to 'the next day' if you can get a date certain within two or three
days, but we must be abl e to point to that date at the time of stopping
the bombing if we need to."

It seemed to the Secretary that the "simple

fact" was that we h a d acc epted Hanoi's proposition and were prepared
to stop the bomhing, but we wanted to know when they would deliver what they
had promised to deliver .

liThe object of the Paris talks," Rusk

pointed out," Is not to get the U::>ited States to stop the bombing, but
to move tow a rds peace." The date was now up to Hanoi; the US was
ready.

"If Hanoi cannot deliver an NLF delegation, then we go back

to the drawing boards.

When H3.noi can deliver an NLF delegation , we can

move. "
Comment:

Rusk's tone was unusually harsh, although he
attempted to meliorate it by assuring Harriman
that he and Vance had " handled these talks with
great skill." It is difficult to determine
precisely what prompted Rusk's cable, but
it may have been in response to a telephone
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request by Harriman for a relaxation in the
US demand for a "next day" meeting.

Rusk IS

reference to accepting "with some misgiving"
Harriman's views on Hanoi's "understanding"
of our position on the DMZ and cities may have
been a delayed reaction to the Governor I s
objections to his original instructions for
the O-:::.tober 15 meeting which required that he
insist on DRV acceptance of "our presentation
as a whole,

II

which he regarded as a demand for

explicit reciprocity.

And the Sec retaryl s

emphasis on the importance of a "visible sign"
that Hanoi had moved paralleled the view s
of Ambassador Bunker.

It is likely that Rusk's

message closely reflected the attitude of
President Johnson who was anxious to get a
"copper-plate" deal and didn't want to be placed
in the position of resuming the bombing because
Hanoi refused to deliver on the "under standing"
which had beEn worked out.
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N~rvousness

156.

in Saigon
In Saigon President Thieu moved to widen the circle of

Vietnamese leaders who knew of the US proposal.

At 9:00 a. m. on the

morning of O::::tober 16, he met with the members of his National Security
Council and the leaders of the .A ssembly.

Thieu told Bunker following the

meeting that his colleagues were all agreed on the three points related
to a bombing cessation:

the DMZ, the cities and GVN participation.

However, they were unanim:::lus in expressing their concern about the
NLF presence at the negotiations .

He indicated that they were worried

about the NLF appearing with thei r flag and being treated as a government
or entity separate from Hanoi.

The GVN leaders were also concerned about

seating arrangements being such that it appeared that Hanoi and the US were
opposites as were also the GVN and NLF.

Bunker assured him that we

were very conscious of the efforts which Hanoi and the NLF would make to
establish the independence of the NLF, and it was for that reason that we
had insisted on the "our side/your side" formllla.

Bunker suggested

that tactic s for coping with this problem be left to the US and GVN delegations
in Paris to work out.
157.

After Bunker briefed President Thieu on the results of the

private meeting in Paris the previous night, Thieu referred to the US
proposed joint announcement on cessation and said he would prefer that
no reference at all be made to the convening of a formal session following
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the bombing halt.

He also indicated that he

\}.Q

'-lId soon submit to

Bunker a draft of his own separate statement on the cessation.
Comment:

It was immediately obvious to Washington

that Thieu was encountering domestic
opposition to the impending agreement which
was apparently far greater than he had

anticipated and which c entered principally
a round the role the NLF would play at pas tcessation talks.
158.

Shortly after Thieu's meeting with his National Security

Council, GVN Minister of Foreign Affairs, T ran Chanh Thanh, had
called in the Ambassadors of Korea and Thailand and the Charges of Australia,
New Zealand and the Philippines to report tothem a s troop contributing
countries that South Vietnam and the United States were considering a
bom"'::ling cessation.

When Thieu told Bunker of this move by Thanh,

the US Ambassador expressed shock and protested that it could jeopardize
the efforts in Paris.

Thieu said he now recognized that the action had been

premature, but they had not been t01d very much, only that there might
be some developments along these lines.
159.

Bunker immediately informed Washington of this development

and instructed A mbassador Berger to call upon Th anh.

Berger asked

the Foreign M i nister to inform the ambassadors and charges that the
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information he had gtven them was already known, and only known, to
their heads of government.

It was very important that they not cable

this information to their foreign ministries or other persons in their
go v ernments, but hold it for the time being in view of the delicacy of the
talks.

While Thanh said he would do this, Bunker didn't wish to take any

chances so he and Berger personalty contacted the TCC envoys and
impressed on them the need to refrain from sending messages regarding
the Thanh briefing.

Bunker reported that he thought he could head most

of them off, but he was worried about the Filipino charge.

He suggested

that Washington consider informin g Marcos to avoid the news coming to
him from his emi.ssary in Sai.gon before he was informed by the United
States Government.
160.

Bunker could not account for Thieu!s instruction to the Foreign

Minister to call in ~h e TCC representat i v e s.

At his 6:45 a. m. meeting

with Thi.eu that day, the President had sai.d he would at some state call
tn the Tee envoys, but Bunker never dreamed that Thieu would do so
i.n this fashion since he had made it clear that we di.d not have the results
of the private meeting and that the Tees would be informed as soon as we
did have the results.

Bunker had also impressed upon hi.m at each meeting

at which the Paris proceedings had been discussed that only the heads of
government of the Tee countries were being informed of what was taking place
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and that the entire matter was of the highest sensitivity.

There were

m a ny rumors circulating in Saigon about a bombing cessation as a
result of the lull in the fighting, the return to Hanoi of Le Duc
Tho, and Bunker's frequent meetings with President Thieu.

The Ambassador

feared that as a result of the Thanh briefing, the probability of a
leak was very great and he recommended that Washington develop a
contingency plan for dealing with press inquiries regarding the status of
the Paris negotiations.
Corninent:

The South Vietnamese apparently did not
realize that their action was premature,
since at the time of the Thanh briefing they
did not yet know that we had failed to
reach agreement at the October 15 meeting
in Paris .

Thanh called in the TCe represen

tatives almost sim'.lltaneously with Bunker's
call on President Thieu to brief him on the
latest hang-up in paris.

It is likely the

South Vietnamese wanted to get out in
front on the cessation agreement and show
that Saigon, not the Communists or the United
States, held the initiative.

A pparently they

believed this would improve t heir image of
strength in any forthcoming talks.
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161.

The US Ambassadors in the troop contributing countries

were alerted to the developments in Saigon and instructed to inform
the head of government of their host countries that a report of the
Thanh briefing might corne from their Saigon repr e sentatives through
regular communication channels.

The US Ambassador s were to m a ke

every effort to impress on the TCC heads cf government the necessity for
maintaining the tightest possible security.
162.

By this time, however, a flury of stories were coming out

of Sa igon about an impending bombing halt and Prime M i nister Gorton
volunteered the information to a newsman that the Government of
Austra lia had been consulted frequently "over recent days" about
developments in Paris .

Not only did the Gorton statement add fuel to

the fires of speculation about a bombing halt, it focused attention on
the possibility of private US-DRY contacts since there had not been
a public session in recent days.
to quell the speculation.

Washington moved promptly to attempt

The State Department instructed the US

Ambassadors in the Tee countries to urge the Tee heads of government
to refrain from following the Gorton example and decline all comment
on the status of the Paris negotiations.

In Washington, President

Johnson placed a conference call to the three Presidential candidates
and told them that, in light of the recent rumors about a possible
bombing halt, he wanted them

:0

know that there was no change in the
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US po sition and no prospect for an imrnediate breakthrough in Paris.
Shortly thereafter Press Secretary George Christian released a
White House

statement which declared that the position of the US

with respect to Vietnam remained as set forth by the President and
Secretary of State and there had been no basic change in the situation,
"no breakthrough." If there were any new development, the press
would be promptly informed.
163.

On October 17, Ambassador Bunker ITlet with Foreign

Minister Thanh.
Fore ign

M~nister

Under instructions from President Thieu, the
rais ed a number of questions of a proc edural nature

about which GVN was concerned.

Thanh pointed out that it was one

thing for the NLF to sit as part of the "other side" and another for
them

:0 have a separate name plate or flag that would identify them as

a separate delegation.

Problems would likewise arise if the seating

arrangements were in a quadrangle, although from the point of view of
enhancement of NLF status he was also bothered by NLF personnel
sitting across as if they were "opposite numbers " of the GVN delegation.
By way of illustration, Thanh said that a photograph showing an NLF
delegation sitting as if they we re co- equals of the GVN could
re sult in "the overthrow of the government. "
164.

Thanh brought up a number of hypotheses, each of which

he found troublesome or even exasperating:
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corne into the rneeting room alone, followed by a separate entrance
by the NLF; the "other side" might be represented by only two people,
symholizing some kind of equality between the DRV and the NLF; or the
DRV might claim that it could not speak to certain subjects because
they conc erned only the NLF.

The Foreign M i nister asked Bunker if

he could think of any way to counter such tactics.

The Ambassador

attempted to reassure him that the US team in P a ris as well as he
and his associates in Saigon had a great deal of experience in dealing
with Communist tactics and such problems as the Foreign M i nister
outlined could be adequately coped with.

However, the important point

to remembe r was that under the "our side /your side II formula it was
impossible to prevent the Communists from saying and doing unreasonable and
unacceptable things; these were standard Communist tactics in the course
of negotiations.

It was obvious that the DRV w ould claim all kinds of

things for the NLF; but we would attempt to anticipate and counter
them.

Thanh said it would be difficult fOT the GVN to come into the

meeting until these matters were worked out.

B'.mker replied that it

would be impossible to have all of them Ironed out in advance of the
first me eting.
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Comme nt:

Bunke r advised Washington that while
he thought there was "a certain validity" to
some of GVN' s apprehensions, GVN never
theless had to recognize that if they were
going into the talks, the NLF was going to be
there and the GVN would not have everything
its way.

He proposed to talk to Thieu about

the ITla tter.
165.
with Thieu.

On the evening of October 17, Amb a ssador Bunker met
Fore ign Minister Thanh and Presidential Advisor Nguyen

Phu Duc were also present.

Bunker reported in great er detail the

private meeting in Paris on O::tober 15 and referred specially to
Xuan Thuy's proposal that the US and

D~V

ITleet the day follo w ing the

cessation to discuss the m a nner of convening a four party conference .
B'~nker

explained that the US had protested that the DRV was injecting

a new condition and Harriman had held firm for a meeting including GVN
representation the day following a bombing halt.

B'~nker

noted that Thuy

had said he would report the U.s views to Hanoi and it now appeared that we
must wait for a reply .

Bunker did not know when that might be forthcoming,

but he thought it ITlight be rather quickly.
166.

Thieu expressed appreciation for the additional information

and for the position the US had taken regarding GVN presence.

He said
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it would cause great difficulties for the GVN should a meeting take place
after cessation without GVN representatives in attendance .
167.

Bunker then took up the text of the joint Presidential

announcement and discussed some of the changes which Thieu had
suggested.

The disagreement contered around references to previous

US-GVN statements on the circumstances under which the two governments
could agree to a bombing halt.

Bunker suggested the addition of a

paragraph which was in effect a paraphra se of the language in President
Johnson's August 19 speech and which also tied in the joint statement
which had been is sued at Honolulu.

Thieu said he would like to study

the proposal overnight before m a king a decision.

Bunker noted that it

was i rnportant that an agreement be worked out as soon as pos sible since
we might get a reply from H a noi at any moment.
168.

Bunker also raised a question about the statement which

Thieu planned to issue following a cessation.

The US was bothered by

it because it contained too many things which looked like demands or
conditions.

Bunker pointed out that this was not the time to bring up

the question of the recognition by Hanoi of the GVN or the GVN's
non- recognition of the NLF.

To get too specific about the conditions

under which GVN would enter the expanded talks mjght torpedo them
before they got started.
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169.

Thieu insisted that the public rrlUst have some indication of

what it could expect if the bombing stopped.

Bunker replied that he realized

the GVN was nervous about the short period between the announcement
and the first meeting, but, as he h a d previously pointed out, the facts
would speak for themselves and there would be ample opportunity after
the talks started to put forth the GVN position.

The question of recognition

or non- recognition should not be interjected into the talks, nor should
the GVN tip its own hand by stating its position before negotiations
started.

The idea of the "our side/your side" formul a was that

while H a noi could say anything it liked, the GVN would be present and
could also put forward anything it wished .

After some discus sion

between Thieu, Thanh, and Duc in Vietnamese, the President told
Bunker that they would like a little time to consider the points he had
made and would discuss the matter with him the next day.
170.

Bunker brought up the problem of m a intaining security .

He said the previous night a GVN official told some of his friends in
Bunker I s presence that he knew for a fact that President Thieu had
briefed the leaders of the Ass embly about a bombing ces sation.

Bunker

said that it seemed to him that too m2:.ny people had been brought into

the picture.

To complicate matters further, the press had gotten wind

of the fact that the Foreign Minister had called in the representatives of
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the TCC countries.

He had instituted the tightest restrictions in

his own embassy, a.nd in Washington only the smallest handful of officials
had knowledge of the secret talks.

He would appreciate it if Thieu

followed up with everyone with whom he had talked about the ma.tter
to make sure they kept quiet .

Thieu replied that he would do so and

expressed surprise at the incident involving a Vietnamese official.
However, Thieu appeared defensive about the matter and noted that
the two calls the Ambassador had made upon him the previous da.y had
obviously aroused curiosity and suspicion.
had called att e ntion to them .

Even the Voice of America

Thieu said, however, that he would do

the best he could to keep things under control.

Sensitivity in Washington
171.

Thieu I s best, how e ver, was not good enough for

President Johnson.

Prone to play his c ards close to the chest, with

an A ce or two in reserve up his sleeve, the President was irritated
by the cascade of leaks.

On October 17, Bunker was informed by the

White House that the leaks coming out of Saigon were :r a cause of the
greatest concern to the President." They generated in the United
States "enormous confusion and pressure" and they very well might inter
fere with "the possibility of carrying forward a successful negotiation
at a critical stage.

I'

Bunker, therefore, should tell Thieu that we

mjght not be able to give him as much notice should the negotiating process
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bring us to a moment of decision "unless" better communLcations
securLty prevailed.
172.

The irritability level of Secretary Rusk appears to have

dropped into the LBJ range as a result of either the flurry of
speculative stories coming from allied capitals or the heat emanating
from the White House.

The Secretary advised the US Ambassadors

to the troop contributLng countries that leaks were generating
confusion and pressure in the United States and ITlight have endangered
the possibLlity of our moving successfully through a critical phase in
the negotiations.

On the whole , he thought the aITlbassadors and the

governments to which they were accredited had handled the inforITlation
passed to theITl with discretion.

And, in all cases, he knew whatever

leaks may have occurred arose "from perfectly understandable and
decent intentions.

II

However, they must stop.

He understood that the

interests of many were involved in the US decision about bombing
North Vietnam, but it was a decision which related primarily to the
application of US air power:

"our planes and our pilots.

II

It mi.ght be,

therefore, that should the negotiations again move to a crltical phase,
we would not be able to give as detailed notice as we had in the past few
days, "due to the inability of some involved to maintain security.
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173.

Australian Prime Minister Gorton had been quoted by

the wire services as saying that negotiations between the US and
North Vietnamese had been going on for some days and "with a bit
of luck President Johnson could be expected to make a statement soon. "
Rusk advised Canberra that we understood "what Gorton conceives
his political problem to be." However, if he were not "capable
of dealing with the pressure involved in a matter of this kind" and
sticking with a simple I'no comment," we would have to deal with
him "on a much shorter tether. "

Paris Warns Against Rocking the Boat
17 4.

The US delegation in Paris entered the lists against

Thieu and his colleagues by cabling horne that they could not understand
the GVN nervousness.

They had arranged for GVN representatives

to be present at the first meeting and procedural matters would be
discussed then.

They had declined to discuss any aspect of post

bombing negotiations without GVN presence and when procedures were
discussed, GVN would have an ample opportunity to put forward its
position.

The US team could not see how the US could accept some of

Thanh Is view s which appeared to be a re-opening of the agreed upon
"our side/your side" principle.

The US could certainly not be expected

to determine exactly where the NLF delegation sat on the DRV side or
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in what order the delegations calTIe through the door.

However, those

as pects of Thanh's conc ern which were realistic would be taken into
account when the two sides began to discuss procedures.
17 5.

HarrilTIan and Vance were particularly conc erned about

Thanh's ilTIplied threat that unless procedural details were worked
out in advance, GVN would not participate in post-bolTIbing talks.
They regarded this as totally inconsistent with the elTIphasis the US
had placed on an allTIost ilTIlTIediate lTIeeting in which GVN would be
a participant and "Thanh must be disabused of this position. "
176.

Pursuant to instructions received from Washington,

Harriman and Vance met on the lTIorning of October 17 with Xuan
Thuy and Ha Van Lau to advise them that the US was no longer insisting
on a meeting within 24 hours of a cessation.

The US team said that since

the last meeting they had confirmed that there had been a real misunderstandin
as to the timing of the next meeting after the cessation of bOlTIbing.

The US

had assumed that the DRV's suggestion to lTIeet one day after the cessation
would apply to any meeting, including a meeting at which representatives
of the GVN and the NLF would be present.

We had further assUlTIed that

the DRV had already communicated with the NLF and received its
agreement to meet at an early date; in fact, the day after the bOlTIbing
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stopped.

It came, therefore, as a real surprise to us when Thuy

had not been able to say when the first meeting could take place.
177.

Having thus explained the basis of the misunderstanding

the US team said that the question of meeting the day after the
cessation was not as rigid as we had original1y indicated.
we mllst still have a firm date.

However,

If the DRV gave us a fixed date for

a meeting, we could as sure them that we would stop the bombing two or
three days before that date.

Harriman explained that he was going into

such detail so that there would not be any misunderstanding on this
point in Hanoi.
178.

Thuy replied that at the time of the October 15 meeting

the DR V did not know whether the US would stop the bombing if Hanoi
agreed to GVN participation, and they had not arranged with the NLF a
definite schedule for a meeting .

However, he did not see much difference

between the original US position and the modification now stated by Harriman.
The US stil1 insisted on a fi rm date for a meeting before it would stop
the bombing.

Colonel Lau added that this amounted to a condition and

ran counter to the US assurance that it was willing to stop the boml;)ing
unconditionally.

While the US may describe the situation as a misunder

standing. he regarded it as a substantive disagreement over a demand
for reciprocity.
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179·

The US replied that both sides had always accepted the

fact that "prompt and serious" talks would follow the cessation of
bomhing.

We had originally thought the definition of "prompt" to be one

day because the DRV side had said that serious talks could take place
one day after the cessation of bomhing.
the meaning of

II

We had discussed at great length

serious" and the US had ma.de clear that talks - - to be

"serious" -- must include representatives of the GVN.

We had come

to an agreement on the meaning of "serious," but now there was a
mjsunderstanding over the meaning of "prompt .

II

We did not

regard the question of holding a me eting promptly as a condition or as
reciprocity, but as an indic a tion of good faith on the part of the parties
in moving to se rious talks.

Continuing Soviet Interest

180.

On the morning of O c tober 18, Soviet M-inister Oberemko

called on Harriman and Vance to find out the status of US discussions
with the North

Vietnames~.

The US negotiators outlined the current

situation and told Oberemko that, in their opinion, the ball was now
in Hanoi I s court.

The Soviet Minister said that he had been in touch

with the North Vietnamese and they felt that the US had imposed a new
condition at the last moment, i. e. , that talks must begin within 24 hours.
Harriman replied that no new condition had been imposed, the issue was
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one of definition of "proITlpt" and, assuITling good faith on the part
of the North VietnaITlesp., there had been a ITl:'sunderstanding about that
definition.

In any event, we had now told theITl that when they gave

us a date certain for the beginning of serious talks, the bOITlbing would
be stopped two or three days before that date.

HarriITlan explained

to Washington that sine c it was "obvious" that Oberernko wanted to be
helpful, the US team explained at length why this was not a new condition
but siITlply a definition of "proITlpt' talks.
181.

ObereITlko said that he felt that both the United States and

the North Vietnam e s e w e re over- eITlphasizing the iITlportanc e of this final
ITlatter and that there should be a w a y to find a cOITlproITlise.
that we saw no way to

cOITlproITl .~se

Vance replied

the ITlatter; we had already agreed

to change 24 hours to two or three days .

The best thing for both ObereITlko

and the Soviet Government to do was to use their influence to get the
North VietnaITlese to give us as soon as possible the date on which
serious talks would begin.

ObereITlko said that he would cOITlITlunicate

this view to his Government.
182.

The following day Ambassador Dobrynin called on Rusk

at the State Department to transmi t informally and orally certain views of
his Government on the status of the Paris negotiation s .

He said his

Government attached "due importance and seriousness " to the information
which they had received in the past few days from the United States.
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The GovernITlent of the USSR was "actively assisting" in the present
discussions and it was iITlportant not to allow "additional obstacles"
to intervene at the present stage.

He referred to a "concrete day"

for the convening of a ITleeting and appeared to acc ept our view that
the specification of a cone rete day was related to the day on whi ch
we could stop the bom'Jing.
183 .

He then turned to the October 15 discussi on in Paris in

which he said AITlbassador H a rrima n had seeITled to make a special
point of the idea of a two-sided discussion rather than a four-sided
discussion.

He said this assuITled iITlportance because of the way in

which HarriITlan had eITlphasized the point .

He asked for Secretary

Rusk I s views on this point.
184.

The Sec retar y told him that it would be most unfortunate

if theoretical questions should be a llowed to stand as an obstacle to serious

talks for the purpose of making peace

We had said that the DRV could

have on their side of the table anyone they wished and indicated that
we expected to have the GVN on our side of the table.

It was entirely

possible, Rusk said, that each of those at the table would have a different
view as to their status.

The United States had been talking with the DRV

since April even though we did not recognize their existence.

The DRV

looked upon the GVN as "puppets " of the United States and we regarded
the NLF as only the "pretended" spokesman of the South Vietnamese people.
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Rusk said these theoretical questions could serve as a prolonged
obstacle to the serious business of talking about peace.

If the talks

were conducted as we had suggested, anyone present could make any
statements he wished to make, ask any questions he wished to ask and
subml.t any proposals he wished to submit.

We should not, Rusk elTIphasized,

let theoretical problems stand in the way of this process.
185.

The Sec retary asked Dobrynin whether this point had been

raised in Moscow or whether it had been raised by Hanoi.
did not know.

He said he

Rusk told Harriman that he assumed that Hanoi had raised

it and that Hanoi might be h av ing some of the same problems with the
NLF as we were having with Saigon.
Comlnent;

Rusk advised Paris that the Dobrynin visit
might be the channel through which Hanoi was
raising this is sue.

If the Hanoi delegation

raised it in Paris, the US team should deal
with it along the lines Rusk had in his
conversation with Dobrynin.

Hardening of Thieu' s Position
186.

On the morning of October 18, Fora gn Minister Thanh

called in Bunker's Political Counselor

J

Martin Herz, to inforITl hiITl that

President Thieu had sent instructions to Ambassadors Diem in
Washington and Lam in Paris to "reaffirm" that if the NLF participated in
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the Paris Negotiations "as a separate entityll the GVN would not
participate.

According to Thanh, the President believed that the

participation of the GVN in negotiations under such circumstances
would bring "no advantage.
187.

II

It was pointed out to Thanh that the other side would

obviously attempt to pretend that the NLF were sorrething separate, which
was what they had always said, and there was no way to control what the
other side said in the course of negotiations.

Thanh insisted that the

GVN was not moving away from its acceptance of the "our side/your
side" formula:

they agreed that the NLF could come as a part of the

"other side, " but the GVN would not come unless the status of the NLF was
settled beforehand.
188.

Herz took the position that this was the kind of issue that

could not be settled by agreement beforehand and was best left unsettled,
with each side holding to its own position.

Thanh thereupon said

the GVN understood that the other side would "pretend" that the NLF
were a separate entity, but GVN wanted assurances that the US would not
treat them as such.
189.

After a futile attempt by H erz to impress upon Thanh that

procedural matters of this sort were better left unsettled, the Foreign
Minister was cautioned that it was of the utmost importance that the
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instructions to Bui Diem and Pham Dang Lam not leak out to the
press, for it would make the GVN appear to be interposing new
conditions to a bombing halt and to be involved in a major differenc e
of policy with the United States.
190.

When Ambassador Lam called on Philip Habib on October

18, he was not aware of the latest developments in Saigon.

He had

just received by milil a mes sag e from Foreign Minister Thanh which
outlined the circumstances involved in the proposed cessation of bombing
in terms which were vague, on key points inaccurate, and, in light
of new developments, out- of-date.

The referenc es in the mes sage

to the circumstances which were to prevail in the DMZ and the
major cities implied prior conditions rather than understandings, and the
conditions with respect to GVN participation immediately following the
cessation were stated in terms of a meeting within 24 hours.

Lam had met

the previous day with Harriman and Vance, but had only been given
the state of the play in the most general terms.

In his visit with Habib,

he appeared unsure of what was happening and disturbed that his
Government and the US delegation in Paris had not kept him better
informed.
191.

Lam conveyed to Habib the substance of the message

from Thanh and commented that he regreted that he had not been told
what was going on.

Habib pointed out that President Thieu had been
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kept fully informed of all details and it was President Thieu ' s
expressed desire that no one else be informed by the United States.
We had agreed to this and had acted accordingly in the belief that it
was up to President Thieu how he wished Vietnamese officials informed.
Lam accepted the explanation, but said he took it as a lack of confidence
in him on the part of his Government and he wondered if he could
work under such conditions.

He intended to call this to the attention

of his GovernITlent and a sk that in the future he be kept fully informed and
that the US delegatlon be asked to consult fully with him on all rra tter s
which were being discus s ed with his GovernITlent.

Habib said that

it was up to his Government to keep hiITl inforITled and to deterITline
his instructions .
192.

Lam noted that he was uncertain, on the basis of the message

from the Foreign M i nister, wha t was ITleant by GVN participation
in the talks after the c eS sation of bom':>ing.

He asked what proc edures

would be followed to allow for GVN participation and what conditions
had been imposed for the participation of the other side.

Habib described

the "our side/ your side" formula and said that, as far as our side was
concerned, the GVN would be present and on the other side the DRV would be
free to have whoITl i t wished.

LaITl said this raised a serious question

because the NLF would behave as an independent party and would
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at tempt to equate themselves to the GVN.

This was not acceptable as

it would be tantamount to recognition of the NLF.
193.

Habib replied that no que st ion of recognition was involved

by either side; the "our side /your side" formula avoided any such
recognition.

L l m said he believed that the procedures with respect to the

m a nner in which the NLF would participate, including their relationship
to the DRV, should be decided in advance of any cessation of bombing.
It was difficult to see how the NLF could be seated on the other side and

be allowed to behave as if they were an independent party.

They would

take advantage of this by acting s e parately and distinctly from the DRV,
arriving and leaving the meetings separately, seating themselves
separately, a nd spe a king separately as repre sentativ e s of the NLF .
All of this m eant they would be recognized as a soverign entity .

insisted tha t no suc h re c ognition was involv ed.

Habib

All it m e ant was that

the NLF would be on the other side in the negotiations.

Moreover, the

principle of "our side/your side l ' was understood and agreed to by his
Government.
194.

Lam said that he did not believe his Foreign Minister

understood the "our side/your side" formula and repeated again his view
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that all procedures involving the NLF should be agreed upon in
advance of any cessation of bom'Jing.

Lam added that he could not

see how he could participate on the basis of his present instructions.
Habib said that he presumed Lam would be seeking new instructions
now that he had been informed by his Government of what was
envisaged, but as we saw it the question of procedures governing the
meetings was a matter for negotiation with the other side just as had
been done in preparation for the official conversations that were
currently taking place.

We would be discussing the quest ion of

proc edures with the GVN delegation and the GVN delegation would
participate in the meetirlg s with the othe r side.

These matters

were already being discussed in Saigon, but, in the end, procedura.l
matters would have to be handled in Paris through negotiations.
Comment:

Although Ambassador Lam was well behind the
state of the play in Saigon, his conversation
with Habib acquires, in retrospect, some
importance.

His attitude toward the conditions

under which the NLF would participate in
the talks was virtually identical to that of
Foreign Minister Thanh and, based on his
own admission that he was not well informed
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by his Government, it is fair to conclude
that his reaction was independent.

This may

explain the hardening of Thieu's attitude,
for

it seems obvious that the GVN leadership

was broadly hostile to the inclusion of the NLF
on any basis which implied equality with GVN.
Harriman observed that Lam was not only
exercised by the fact that he had not been kept
informed, but was also obviously concerned at
the absence of specific instructions as to
what he was to do.

Of more importance,

however, was the fact that Lam, as a represen
tative GV N official, was genuinely disturbed
about the implications of NLF participation.
This should have sugge sted to Harriman that the
situation in Saigon was more serious than he
apparently believed.

Harriman told Washington

that he hoped that Lam's misunderstanding of
the "our side /your side" form'J.la would be
cleared up since the US delegation did not
want to be faced with the possibility that the
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per sec. 3.3(b)(1)

GVN delegate would balk at participation in
the fir st meeting following the c e s sation on
the grounds that procedural details had not been
worked out or that the formula allowed for NLF
participation in a manner which the GVN would
find unacceptable.

Harriman observed that

Lam's repetition of some of Thanh's views
on "who enters what door in what order"
suggested thilt Thanh either did not understand
the "our side/your side" formula or he was
beginning to seek ways to pull back from it.
From such an observation one may conclude that
Harriman had an inkling of the seriousness of
the GVN fears, but it is st:il1 doubtful that he had
a full appreciation of them.
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IMRIlED
per sec. 3.3(b}{1)

unreasonable for Lam to conclude that a
"two sides" formu.la imp!.i.ed exactly that,
two sides:

on our side, U.s and GVN represen

tatives and on the other, DRV and NLF
spokesmen.
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forrrlUlation implies two sides, but does
not necessarily imply only two delegations.
In fact, the implied US position was that
there would be four delegations deployed on
two sides of the negotiating table.

Ultimately,

the GVN recognized this distinction and under
the leadership of Vice President Ky attempted
to press for an rrour side/your side" arrange
ment with three delegations:

separate US and

GVN delegations on one side and a single DRV
delegation, with NLF members, on the other
side.
195,

On the afternoon of October 19, A mbas sador Lam arrived

at the American Embassy in Paris armed with the latest instructions
from President Thieu.

He told the chief US negotiators that he had

received instructions from his President to seek a meeting with them
and convey an important mes sage.

Reading from a text, he said:

I have instructions to inform Governor Harriman and
Ambassador Vance urgently that my Government opposes
categorically NLF participation in a separate capacity
from the North Vietnamese delegation .

I have instructions

equally to inform you that the Government of Vietnam will
not participate in negotiations under thes e conditions,
N LN 10-96/9652; p. 148 of 166
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(Lam interjected that the conditions noted ITleant Front
participation in a separate capacity).

For us, the partici

pation of South VietnaITl at the Conference with North VietnaITl
and the NLF as two separate entities cannot be considered
as an advantage justifying the total cessation of bombing. "
196.

Lam added that he had another message which speci.fied the

factors which he was to call to the attention of Harriman and Vance:
"I am instructed to call to your attention the Communist
trap through which they try to have the NLF admitted
as a distinct entity participating in an international
conference.

The Communist tactic is to separate the

two wars in Vietnam, that war in North Vietnam which is be
tween American aggressors and Hanoi victims and that war
in South Vietnam between the NLF and the GVN.

The latter

is a civil war not justifying foreign interference, even
in response to an appeal for help.

For us, if the Front

is admitted as a separate entity, it will be a political
success for them -- a success which will encourage them
to be intr ans igent - - and will be suc h as to harm the
morale of the people and Army in South Vietnam, thereby
creating instability. "
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Lam stated that he was requested to call attention to the statement
made by President Johnson on December 18, 1967, in which he said:
"President Thieu has said that the South Vietnamese Government is
not prepared to recognize the NLF as a government, and it knows
well that the NLF's control is by Hanoi.

And so do we."

Lam then

referred to the last part of the Honolulu Communique where the two
Chiefs of State had declared that the Paris Talks "should lead to nego
tiations involving directly North Vietnam and South Vietnam. "

197.

Harriman replied that as far as the first mes sag e was

concerned, the US delegation in Paris was not the place to raise the
question ; it was a matter between the Governments and should be raised
in Washington and Saigon, as indeed it had been.

However, the US

delegation wanted to state that they were more than surprised that the
GVN would raise the question at this time .

The

question of participation

in serious negotiations had been agreed upon between the two governments
some months before on the basis of the "our side/your side" formula.
It had been extremely difficult to get the other side to agree to this
formula and this in itself was a sign that it was advantageous to the GVN.
The US delegation could not agree with A mbas sador' sLam's first
statement that there was no advantage in GVN participation .

Moreover,

there was no element of recognition of the NLF involved in the "our side/
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your side II formula.

We had made it clear to Hanoi that we would have

the GVN on our side and they could have whomever they wished on their
side.

However, this was a matter which could not be settled in Paris,

but had properly been taken up in Washington and Saigon.
198.

With respect to Lam's second message, the US delegation

did not view the situation in the same way.

They believed that the

GVN had a great deal more to gain than the NLF by participating in
the negotiations .

The South Vietnamese Government should not,

Harriman asserted, approached the negotiations with tem.- erity, but
with confidenc e.
199.

Lam replied that although he was not aware of what had gone

on in discussions between the US and GVN on the "our side/your side l '
formula, he believed that from the beginning there had been a serious
misunderstanding.

He thought the GVN had only agreed that the NLF

would participate as members of the Hanoi delegation.

He asked what

would happen if the NLF acted as a separate and independent delegation.
Harriman replied that he had attempted to make it clear that we had
agreed that the DRV could have whomever it wished on its side, and
the fact was we would have no control over their behavior.
control was our view of the other side.

What we could

As far as we were concerned, there

was no recognition involved and we would view the other side simply as
those on the opposite side of the table with whom we were negotiating.
Lam asked if the GVN delegation would be separate or a part of the US
NLN 10-96/9652; p. 151 of 166
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Vance replied that it would be separate and we had so

informed the North Vietname Se.

Lam said that this meant, in

practical terms, that there could be four delegations in which the GVN
would be equated with the NLF, and this was unacceptable.
dem~trred,

Harriman

insisting that the GVN was a separate government recognized

by over 60 nations, whereas the NLF was a front and not recognized
as a government by anyone.

Hanoi could say what it wished and the

NLF could say what it wished, but for our part, we would view the
negotiations as between two sides without any element of recognition
involved .
200.

Lam raised questions about seating arrangements, name plates,

flags, and rules of procedure.

Harriman and Vance assured him that they

would consult with the GVN delegation on such matters.

The US would

not agree to flags or name pla tes on the tables, just two sides in the
negotiations.

However, the rule s of procedure would have to be

negotiatied with the other side.
201.

In the course of the long discussion with Lam, Harriman

and Vance said to him that privately, as individuals, they wanted him
to know that in their judgment the American people would never
understand if the chance for peace through negotiations were lost over
the issue of the manner in which the other side organized itself .
American people,

II

liThe

they said, "would support to the end issues of

principle, but not procedural fantasies.
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Comment:

also told Lam that he failed to understand
how the GVN could Ilcontinue to confuse reality
with fantasy.

II

At another point, Harriman

said that GVNls position would find no support
in the US "regardles s of President Johnson I S
future and even after the elections.

II

Although

these were rather harsh comments for one ally
to direct to another, Lam did not appear
to be unusually resentful.
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